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T

he worlds we inhabit and the worlds we devise; human nature and
everything-else Nature.
Although modern biology has asked us to reconsider, the dis-

tinctions we draw between ourselves and the rest are cognitive and cultural second nature. We cite our genius – to fabricate, to organize and reflect upon – but
even biologists remember how we built this city!
What a tenuous difference, when we are uneasy with the unwanted ecologies
and geological dangers that catch us off guard. Wildlife are pests when they enter
our space, they do not belong and after all, dirt is matter out of place. We fret
about our health because it exposes the organismal fundaments that we cannot
outwit, and behaving like an animal is the wrong thing to do.
The environments that we navigate and those that subsume us, the natures
that we yearn for and those we reject; these are central concerns of the works in
this issue. Themes of violence, eroticism, resistance and resignation take many
guises in our short stories, and portraits investigate the bodily form; these works
probe our humanity, psychic and somatic. Poetic images of the natural world invite us to envision ourselves as fauna and ask why we are not, and our essays
examine the difficulties of human creation and the confrontation between our
civilizational umwelt and the wilds of other lands.
As these themes are passed back and forth between genres and disciplines,
each contribution takes on a new richness. We value the complexity and nuance
that arise from this dialogue between the remarkable works of our peers, and it is
with pleasure that we present to you our Spring 2012 issue. Please enjoy!
Christine Olson
Editor in Chief
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Coelacanth
Chris Tracy

No gods, no masters, not even
the dusking moon and her turning
tide-time to swim a day as coelacanth,
scale-mail untouched by change
in brine.
To pass through the scorching dredge
of great eyes that sear celestial
deeps to be found unchanged and whole,
nothing but heart - a Parthian ride,
no real retreat.
No impossible goal, no dinosaur act,
a simple fish that got it right; Lazarus
taxon, arise and swim Is it the hollow spine, the uncouth taste,
or the fat of brain that wore the
paradigms thin?
If I - dead eyes and silver stars,
wolf-paddling against the charging
depth of mind could swim a day as coelacanth,
I might learn at last to understand
how common creatures try.
12
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The Lotus of Eden
Or, Tennyson Divided
Kursat K. Pekgoz

A

lfred Tennyson is a poet celebrated mostly for his early verse; according to Bloom, poets who have “flowered anew both in middle
and in old age” are quite rare in the Romantic vein of English poetry
and Tennyson is not one of them.1 Whatever flaws his late poetry
may have had, The Lotos-Eaters remains one of the finest examples of his early
poetry. The poem has cast quite the spell on modern scholarship: Andrew Lang
praises “the languor and the fairy music of the ‘Lotus Eaters.’”2 Lewis E. Gates is
fascinated by how the poem paints “atmospheric landscapes of remarkable beauty
and suggestiveness,” which “are seen through a dreamy mellow haze and in the
light of a westering sun.”3 George Gilfillan observes how “the poem breathes the
very spirit of luxurious repose.”4 Among contemporary critics, the most ardent
devotee of the poem is J. M. Robertson, who admits being mesmerized by the
“absolutely unmatchable beauty” of the verse.5 He is of the opinion that Tennyson
has two masterpieces: Maud is his lyrical and passionate magnum opus, whereas
The Lotos-Eaters is “his masterpiece in sheer form and the loveliness of repose.”6
Of these two, he deems The Lotos-Eaters the superior: indeed, “the masterpiece of
all English poetic art, strictly considered as such.”7
Robertson ascribes the durable beauty of The Lotos-Eaters to a strong and
rigorous “metrical law.”8 The poem opens with a narrative that details the arrival
of the Greeks at the paradisaical island, in five Spenserian stanzas, and ends with
the Choric Song, which is made up of eight stanzas irregular in meter.9 The use
of the Spenserian stanza is not surprising, since Tennyson was an avid reader of
Spenser like the earlier Romantics before him. Specifically, the amoral arguments
employed by the mariners echo the misanthropic speech of Despair in The Faerie
Queene. The story itself is from the Odyssey of Homer, one of the shortest and
plainest adventures of Odysseus. Homer devotes a total of twenty-three lines to
the entire episode.
14
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Malcolm MacLaren has observed how Tennyson combines musical sound
with aesthetical sense, the precision of which is one of his major poetic virtues:
Music that gentlier on the spirit lies,
Than tir’d eyelids upon tir’d eyes;
Music that brings sweet sleep down from the blissful skies.
Here are cool mosses deep,
And thro’ the moss the ivies creep,
And in the stream the long-leaved flowers weep,
And from the craggy ledge the poppy hangs in sleep.
(The Lotos-Eaters, l. 50-56)

The lines are six, eight, ten and twelve syllables long: the cumulative meter mimics stupor by suggesting “a regularly prolonged, progressively deepening
respiration of one who is just on the point of dropping off to sleep.”10 Nor is the
vegetation immune to melancholy and sleep: even the opium-poppy, itself the
soporific agent, is asleep. The poem is, simply put, a lullaby - or perhaps an opium
dream.
The Poppy, The Lotus
No analysis of The Lotos-Eaters is complete without a discussion of its most
transparent subtext, that is, the usage of sedatives and the socio-cultural consequences. Paradoxically enough, there was no ban against the use of opiates in the
strictly moralistic atmosphere of Victorian England. Nor was there a universal
moral opprobrium yet, not when Tennyson wrote his lullaby; such a cultural consensus would emerge later, after the ruinous Opium Wars. Sedatives were sold
practically everywhere, in drugstores as well as grocery shops and pubs. Opium
was the universal drug, according to Roger Platizky: “democratically unrestricted
by age, class, or gender, opiate compounds were also prescribed for a plethora of
ailments.”11 Fascinatingly enough, this democratic appeal of the drug may have
contributed to Tennyson’s prophetic condemnation of it as a vulgar practice of the
masses, which threatened the sober aristocratic order.
Platizky’s argument that Tennyson was, presciently for his time, condemning
the use of opium in The Lotos-Eaters is superficially convincing, if we are to accept a biographical reading. His brother, Charles Tennyson, was a lifetime opium
addict and the addiction ruined his marriage.12 When Tennyson’s first anthology
of poems was published, he was vilified by critics. John Wilson Croker opined
that the lotus-eater represented “a kind of classical opium-eater” and that Tennyson was “himself, we presume, a dreamy lotos-eater.”13 Tennyson might have been
especially anxious to avoid being associated with the social catastrophe that his
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brother was. Thus the argument that the poet was painting an “explicitly censorious portrait” of opium-eaters.
And yet the lush, utopian verse opposes any such didacticism. The allure
of the psychological paradise is too vivid, and the speech of the lotus-eaters too
persuasive: we cannot even hear whatever answer Odysseus might have come up
with. The poem has been concluded just before that volta, when the lotus-eaters
have attained their rhetorical peak. Here, we may already attempt the “diabolical”
reading suggested by Bloom: the opium-lotus appears in Tennyson’s verse as a
fetish of concomitant delight and disgust, of mania and melancholy mixing. Tennyson may have been condemning opium, but he uses such vibrant and enchanting language to describe the somnolent island that any moralising attempts are
hopelessly confounded.
Thinking of dramatic irony only deepens the fracture between will and imagination. The mariners are already lamenting, but for what? Certainly not because
their maritime toil has come to an end. Perhaps they are weeping for the paradise
they are about to lose? For we know that Odysseus, like an enlightened tyrant, will
bind and carry his lotus-bewitched mariners back to their ships. Yes, the poetic
narrator erases the lines between opium-sleep and death: “long rest or death, dark
death, or dreamful ease.” (l. 98). But what of those who reject the lotus? Will they
live on? Of course not. Death is what awaits them in the open sea; we know that
Odysseus will lose all his companions. Tennyson may have meant his Odysseus to
be the voice of sober reason, but what a self-defeating voice he is!
…but whoso did receive of them
And taste, to him the gushing of the wave
Far far away did seem to mourn and rave
On alien shores; and if his fellow spake,
His voice was thin, as voices from the grave.
(The Lotos-Eaters, l. 30-34)

Those who partake of the magic fruit become a new church. They eat of the
blood and flesh of the lotus and are born anew into sleep. Their garden of ataraxia
is watched over by the indifferent Epicurean gods. The lotus-eaters hear their sober fellows as “voices from the grave.” Needless to say, the nepenthean fruit does
not promise truth. The lotus-island is “hollow.” The hallucinations need not be
true to overwhelm the senses with borrowed bliss. Tennyson was, after all, a disciple of Keats.

16
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The Divided Tennyson
Arthur Hallam was the critical pioneer of Tennyson scholarship. Ever since
his review, critics have observed how these early poems were anxious to establish
a voice of poetic authority, a project which was melancholic from the very beginning.14 Tennyson never quite affirmed the Romantic creed of absolute imagination
and was not at ease with his own; he is an extreme example of will and imagination
parting their ways. This bicephalous drive fractured the voice of authority Tennyson
aspired to establish: his most considerable poems “ do not mean what they meant
to mean” and they “address themselves simultaneously and overtly to both a conventional and a “‘diabolic’ reading” - due to the particularly vacillating nature of
Tennyson’s poetic mind.15
T. S. Eliot called him the “saddest of all English poets.” But where does his “abyss
of sorrow” feed from? His thematic employment of melancholy and somnolence in
The Lotos-Eaters is in an uninterrupted, but not monolithic, dialectic with the imperialistic idioms of his age. Though Tennyson had a reputation for being apolitical,
this simply means that he was affirming the transparent (read: dominant) ideology
of imperial Britain. He is what I should call a belated Romantic - not late in time but
in spirit. The younger Romantics were in an era of “apparent stasis,” “an exhaustion
following an apocalyptic fervour.” Tennyson was living in a time of reform, whether
he liked it or not.16 His reaction to the spirit of change was far from affirmative,
however. Tennyson answered the “masculine, muscular spirit of the progressive age”
with a gender-transgressive, albeit ultimately paternalistic, melancholy.17 Fearful of
this energetically masculine modernity, Tennyson sought solace in modes of feminine consciousness that he ultimately attempted to conquer. As a chameleon poet,
what he sought was the “appropriation of female subjectivity.” (Keats had done no
less, and perhaps with a greater level of mastery.) The poets of sensation, whom Tennyson admired and identified with, were notorious for political radicalism: Shelley
and Blake personally, and Keats by association.18 Tennyson’s delving into a feminine
dialectic of sensation, according to Riede, often concludes with a restoration of the
masculine cultural order, thus aligning the poet ideologically with Burkean conservatism.19 There is much scholarly debate as to whether he was a democratic poet at
heart or not. Robertson takes the latter view: “This prime favourite of the educated
masses never courted the public, nor strove to serve it.”20 Tennyson’s melancholy was
quintessentially aristocratic and his imagination, imperialistic; David G. Riede deciphers and unravels the Orientalist undercurrent of Tennyson’s poetry. However, his
critique betrays totalising, reductive attitudes which still run strong in postcolonial
theory and does not do justice to the dividedness of Tennyson’s poetic voice as such.
Critics have long been writing about the divided Tennyson. T. S. Eliot distinguished between “the neurotic, melancholic, ‘modern’ Tennyson who can still speak
to us with urgency and the tedious public bard who utters Victorian platitudes.”
He rendered this dividedness in a rather poetic paradox: Tennyson was “the most
instinctive rebel against the society in which he was the most perfect conformist.”21
17
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This dividedness acquires a special context in The Lotos-Eaters: that of non-colonising travel.
The Lotos-Eaters is, even in its collapsed form, a travel narrative. The island of
the lotus-eaters is represented as a bastion of languor where all travel and travail
cease: words that are etymologically connected. The very first lines of the poem
seek to establish just how languid the island is - a fine example of the poetic authority Tennyson always sought:
In the afternoon they came unto a land
In which it seemed always afternoon.
All round the coast the languid air did swoon,
Breathing like one that hath a weary dream.
(The Lotos-Eaters, l. 3-6)

Like the poppy that “hangs in sleep,” the soporific agent which itself was incapable of motion, there is a double emphasis on idleness: the dream itself is “weary.” This double judgement of lethargy is very similar to the conception of Oriental space: unchanging, unmoving, devoid of energy. The luxuriant descriptions of
the pristine wilderness, complete with teeming plant growth, are also reminiscent
of the then-widespread literature about the unspoiled Americas. The conflation
is by no means surprising: Orientalist discourse was also the ideological template
of Westward imperial expansion. Whether the island is in the far West or the far
East is irrelevant: psycho-geographically, the earthly paradise is beyond the circle
of modernity, which has Europe at the very center.
Tennyson was very much fascinated with the exotic, whether it be the fareastern Timbuctoo or the far-western Eldorado. His On Sublimity conflates the
poetic imagination with the feeling of awe that travel and exploration inspire. Accordingly, our post-Romantic poet sought “the Burkean sublime not in Romantic
landscapes of the transforming imagination, but in actual exotic, far away wonders of the natural world.”22 (And therein lies perhaps the heresy of Tennyson
from the creed of Keats, to whom the Sublime was the Classical.) Anacaona is a
poem based on a biography of Columbus describing an escape from the confines
of Victorian masculinity into an island paradise ruled over by an enchanting, sensuous queen. The Lotus-Eaters is a parallel work: instead of a sensuous temptress,
we have the emblematic lotus. The erotic appeal of the brown female body has
been replaced by warmer, psychedelic colors. Gates observes that “the poem is a
study in yellow and gold and orange.”23 Even this “rosy flame,” however, is superimposed on the “dark faces” of the lotus-eating natives:
Dark faces pale against that rosy flame,
The mild-eyed melancholy Lotos-eaters came.
(The Lotos-Eaters, l. 30-34)
18
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“Dark faces” indeed: Tennyson unambiguously identifies the inhabitants of the
island as non-Europeans. Marion Shaw has noted the “associative cluster of meanings” attached to the word “dark” in Tennyson’s writing: the word always co-signifies “savage” in his poetry.24 That their faces turn pale against the sun, mimicking
whiteness, is also very telling; they become ambivalent even before opium destroys
the sober order that should discriminate between the colonizer and the colonized.
What to make of this ambivalence? The Lotos-Eaters is quite unlike Tennyson’s
other exotic poems. One might simply argue that this is due to the overcharged
metaphors that at once seek to justify the imperial project and express erotic disgust
at opium, but this would be an escapist reading. Why insist upon the Manichaean
war of worlds between the Orient and the Occident when we can seek a multiplicity
of ambivalent, divided voices? Musgrove summarises the plight of contemporary
postcolonial theory: much of postcolonial theory reads travel literature “either as a
version of Freud’s ‘instinct of destruction’ - an aggressive agency that destroys the
ecology of otherness - or an eroticisation of the foreign, desire without normal limits, which terminates in rape and exploitation on personal and cultural scales.”25 In
other words, this approach takes for granted that all exotic literature must inescapably express an infinite desire to rape and mutilate.
Such a simplistic critique seems inadequate with The Lotos-Eaters. Musgrove’s quotation of van Gennep may be especially relevant in this context:
The neutral zones are ordinarily deserts, marshes, and most frequently
virgin forests where everyone has full rights to travel and hunt. […]
Whoever passes from one to the other finds himself physically and
magico-religiously in a special situation for a certain length of time:
he wavers between two worlds.26

The island in the poem, like the neutral zone, is a pristine wilderness wherein
everybody has equal, democratic access to the lotus fruit. The island is surrounded by an ocean which has become synonymous with travel, travail: the earthly
paradise is isolated not only magico-religiously but also geographically. Most
important of all, the mariners who eat of the emblematic lotus experience a transgressive metamorphosis. To quote Musgrove once more: “The travelling subject,
wavering between two worlds, is by no means the self-assured colonist; rather,
that subject is poised to split and unravel.”27
Since The Lotos-Eaters is a travel narrative and does not portray a successful
colonization, as we already know that Odysseus and his mariners are about to
leave, the question that ought to be asked at this point is: who is the divided subject? Certainly not the aboriginal lotophagi. The mariners who have the sampled
the lotus? Paradoxically enough, they also appear as undivided subjects: their
Epicurean arguments for not leaving the island are wonderfully persuasive and,
moreover, remain unchallenged. 28 There is a conspicuous absence of an identity
anchor which should otherwise bind the mariners to their European identity. The
19
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lotus-eating mariners are all too eager to stay on the island; they do not waver
between worlds but readily throw themselves to the new world. They are willing
to “go native” and abandon the Eurocentric imperial project once they but taste
the exotic fruit. Who is, then, the “shifting identity?”
But we have already answered this question, having unmasked the dividedness of Tennyson. The voice of poetic authority Tennyson sought to create is the
cracking voice of an adolescent. We should remember, in addition, that “these
wavering and psychic conflicts are symptomatic not only of a threatened dismemberment of the individual subject, but also of a whole ideological system … in
travel, the bourgeois subject is involved in a fundamentally reflexive confrontation
with the unsustainable values of ‘home.’”29 The lotus-eaters joyfully denounce the
ideology of “the journey home,” unmasking the impossibility of returning to an
unspoiled homeland with an unwounded body:
…but all hath suffer’d change;
For surely now our household hearths are cold,
Our sons inherit us, our looks are strange,
And we should come like ghosts to trouble joy.
Or else the island princes over-bold
Have eat our substance, and the minstrel sings
Before them of the ten years’ war in Troy,
And our great deeds, as half-forgotten things.
(The Lotos-Eaters, l. 116-123)

There is no return to the primordial state before the violence of colonialism
and war. Tennyson’s borrowed voice even deconstructs the myth of militaristic
glory: “our great deeds” shall become as “half-forgotten things.” There shall be
no triumphant return to an uncorrupted home. The Heraclitean flux cannot be
stopped;change must always come, even at the expense of valorised myths.
The Lotus of Eden
Marxist commentaries comprise the other major scholarly trend of reading
the “diabolical” Tennyson. Tennyson felt a profound anxiety over the danger of
a working-class revolution. In his poetry, the working class is represented as “a
rough, dangerous presence,” which is a constant threat to social stability.30 That the
mariners in The Lotos-Eaters represent the working class against the aristocratic
authority of Odysseus is easy to infer, and not just because their refusal to return
home is a threat to the ideology of the imperial home/land.
Tennyson’s own claims to apoliticalism, that the poet “was not a political animal,” have been quite naturally disputed. Terry Eagleton has deconstructed the
dominant and traditional view of Tennysonian scholarship, viz. that Tennyson’s
20
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gift was “pure poetry.”31 An analysis which, one might add, has not been without
detractors. Isobel Armstrong criticised his Marxist approach as being too monolithic, and in particular, “resistant to the ambiguities” of the poetic craft: Tennyson
has a sophisticated philosophical outlook on “ideas of labour, specifically Marx’s
alienated labour.”32
The “mild-eyed melancholy” of the lotus-eaters is the all too familiar theme
of the postlapsarian woe of Man; complaints of labour exploitation become a diabolical supplement to the narrative.
Chanted from an ill-used race of men that cleave the soil,
Sow the seed, and reap the harvest with enduring toil,
Storing yearly little dues of wheat, and wine and oil;
(The Lotos-Eaters, l. 165-167)

Tennyson evokes a time-honoured trope: the mortality and suffering of the
human race is a curse inextricably linked with agriculture. Examples of this myth
can be found in the Golden Age of Hesiod, the Garden of Eden, and descriptions
of Krita Yuga in Hindu epics. All these myths posit a timeless age in past infinity
wherein humans existed in perfect bliss, without having to work. This is, sans the
mythological quality, similar to the primitive communism of Marx and Engels,
as elaborated in The Origin of the Family: an oppression-free society predating
the invention of private property and the long-term storage of goods. Tennyson’s
mariners describe (in the quote above) the exact threshold of history between
primitive communism and the beginning of class society - agriculture has just begun. The end of the Golden Age is superimposed with the end of primitive communism. The lotus-eating mariners even echo the Marxian claim that the working
class, as the primary generators of labor-value, is at once the most oppressed, and
the most imperative, social class:
We only toil, who are the first of things,
And make perpetual moan,
Still from one sorrow to another thrown.
(The Lotos-Eaters, l. 61-63)

May this be our diabolical reading of Tennyson? We should perhaps recall that the Greeks imagined their paradise, reserved specifically for their
semi-divine heroes, as an island. The lush vegetation is certainly suggestive
of Edenic fertility, not to mention the identification of the island as “the land
of streams,” which Eden was. The lotus, therefore, is a promise to reverse the
postlapsarian state of the human race. To eat of the lotus is a subversive act
which must be traumatically reversed (through the aristocratic violence of
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Odysseus) because doing so is an affirmation of the desire for an equal society,
the longing for an eternal return to a labor-free Eden. Is the lotus of Tennyson
a soporific that causes melancholy submission, or philtre to kindle mania and
revolt? Would it be a decoy for the apple of Eden, or an antidote?
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It happened twice in one day.
The first time woke me up.
Like a kick drum the first time it’s tested
And the microphone is way too hot.
A bassy, punchy thud
Against the streak-free shiny window.
The beak obviously hit first
Because it had smashed through
The back of the skull.
Both wings were snapped
And the whole thing lay there,
A pile on my patio.
The second time was briefly distracting,
Like the footsteps of my neighbor I’ve never met
Heard faintly through a wall.
A subtle, dampened thud
Against the streak-free shiny window.
The beak probably hit first
Because a few tiny feathers had flown
From the face and stuck there on the glass.
It looked around, confused,
Recomposed itself
And flew away.
I don’t know which one
I’d rather be like.
At least the first one
Thought he was going somewhere.
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G-Shock
J.A. Bernstein

Occupied West Bank of Israel

A

fter thirty-seven minutes of standing in formation and listening to
the Captain discuss emergency procedures, he retired to the barracks, where he slept seven more minutes before the First Sergeant
called out his full name: “Uriel Rabin. You take the showers, and
when you’re done with that, come see me for more work.”
Uri went to the basement and grabbed three full white bottles of cleaner,
a bucket, some gloves and a mop. He didn’t understand how a man could have
been killed on their base and they were expected to go on with their work. It was
like it didn’t even happen. They didn’t mention his name. They only talked about
emergency procedures.
Remember to wear your boots when you sleep, and it isn’t because of rules and
regulations.
Behind the main building, in the trailer for showers, Uri scrubbed the floor
with a mop. He peeled off a tissue, which stuck to the shelf, and beside it, the case
for a razor. The razor case, he knew, was neither his nor Yossi’s, but the thought of
it clenched his throat.
He thought of last Thursday, the last time that they spoke, when they were
standing right here at the sink. Uri was shaving. It was ten minutes before an inspection, and he had to hurry, because he hadn’t yet polished his weapon. He was
patting his lip, wiping a cut, when Yossi asked if he could borrow his razor.
“What?” Uri asked.
“The razor in your hand. I need to use it for just one minute.”
“You need it right now?”
“Yeah,” Yossi said. “It’ll just take me a second.”
“I don’t know,” Uri said, eyeing Yossi’s face. “I don’t think the Sergeant’ll notice you.”
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“He will. He’s been on my case, and he gave Ivan a week for his stubble.”
“Um, I don’t know. You don’t have anything else? Can’t you use Alex’s electric?”
“It’s dead. It needs to recharge. Here, just lemme use it for a second.”
“I don’t know,” Uri said, biting his lip. “You know what, go ahead and take it.
And when you’re done with it, you can keep the blade. I got a whole extra sleeve
in my bag.”
Uri did not. It was the last of his blades, and he couldn’t afford to buy extras.
He was saving this last one until he got paid - next month, or whenever that happened.
“No, thanks,” Yossi said, fingering his chin. “You know what, I think I’m just
gonna wing it.”
“No, it’s really no problem. Take the blade.”
Yossi looked back through the mirror. “I don’t want it,” he said, and he turned
to walk off, grabbing his rifle and kit. His towel was slung over the back of his
shirt, and it was the last time the two of them talked.
What Uri now remembered was the smile Yossi gave, the way he exposed his
teeth. His teeth shone white and bright against his lips - Yossi was an Ethiopian
immigrant.
But Uri didn’t feel like he was being racist with him then, which is how Yossi
must have seen that incident. He just didn’t want to exchange blood with anyone
else, regardless of where they had come from. And he didn’t see why he should
have to live the rest of his life on an assumption that was patently false. He wasn’t a
racist. Others here were. And he had gone out of his way then to help him.
Aside from that blade, Uri had given him his watch after he got a new one
in training. It was a Casio G-Shock, a really nice watch, though he doubted that
Yossi had appreciated it. But watches were always a big deal in the army, since they
were your only real item of personal wear, and they said what kind of soldier you
were. If you had a Casio G-Shock, you were known to be serious because the glass
wouldn’t break or get scratched. If you had a Timex or one of the generic brands,
you didn’t give a shit and only bought one for the clock. And if you didn’t have a
watch, which had been Yossi’s plight, it meant you were poor here, or otherwise
new to the concept of measured time.
Yossi, Uri knew, had come at age six, arriving on a plane with his family. And
in training, Yossi could tell time with his hands by holding them up to the sun.
But Uri didn’t regret having dithered with the blade, and he didn’t feel this
was racist. He knew about the diseases that Africa had and everything that went
on in that continent. Yossi himself was probably clean, but there wasn’t any point
in risking it. He knew in the army that presented a problem, since they were supposed to “shed blood for each other.” But they’d only been on the line for seven
quick months, and he had yet to see blood from a soldier.
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Of course, that would all change later that night, when Yossi got shot on their
base.
Uri didn’t even get to see the body for himself, since at the time he had been
out on patrol. All he had seen was the guardbox itself: a chip in the thick wall of
concrete. It was shaped like an axe with no sign of the blood or the brains that
had been washed with the hoses. He had even gone to guard there a couple times
since, which for some reason, he didn’t find troubling. He just sat in his chair playing games on his phone, and wondered if Yossi was watching.
Now he filled up a bucket with steaming white water and mixed in a bottle of
cleaner. He splashed the cement floors and the pipes overhead, the mirror, sinks,
faucets and ceiling. He wondered if the chemicals would burn through his soles as
the water level rose by his boots. The drain, he could see, was clogged down below
and he’d have to reach down and unstop it.
He untied his new watch and slid it through his belt. Warm water seeped
through his socks. He hated this job more than anything else, no matter how
many times he had done it. He looked at the windows where light filtered in,
spraying white rays from the sandbags. He decided that he would rather go get
shot on patrol since it was better than lifting the drain up.
He stuck his hand in the water, between his two boots, and located the mushcluttered basket. He pulled it up by the rim, and there was avocado inside, some
sort of fur. Water trickled down to his feet. As he returned the grate to its hole in
the floor and wiped off his hands on his pants, he realized that his watch wasn’t on
him. His heart missed a beat. Then, he saw it was tied to his belt.
Last Friday night, seven days back, he was patrolling the fields to the south.
He was climbing over boulders and yellow thorn brush when he heard the report
from the hills. It was just him and the Sergeant and five other men, and no one
thought much at the time. Arab kids would often set off firecrackers near the
base, and they had gotten fairly used to explosions. This was late, though; it was
almost three in the morning, and they thought it was an Arab car backfiring. They
continued on their way through the dried-up ravine, while Uri walked point by
the Sergeant.
They checked in their scopes and night vision sets, surveying the grasses for
movement. They continued on their way for ten minutes in silence with just the
rustling sounds of their vests.
Suddenly they heard static and shouting on the radio. A flare shot up in the
sky. It blocked out the moon and lit up the fields. The trees around them looked
purple: gentle silhouettes of brushes and pine, tinged dark red at the corners.
Above all their helmets and up-tilted faces: a flaring pink sun in the sky, burning.
It reflected off pupils, the barrels of guns. Nobody bothered to move then. It was
as if they were frozen or stuck to the earth, enamored by what they had seen there.
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Then the radio said that a soldier was down at Carmel Six One, Two-Aleph.
That was the guardbox on top of their base, where Yossi had been on lookout.
Yossi was dead before they got to the gates. That much they knew from the
radio. They sprinted the whole way, three quarters of a mile, and Uri tripped and
fell flat on a rock face. He broke his fall with the base of his gun, and he wondered
how he didn’t manage to shoot himself. He struggled to stand, saw that he’d cut up
his hand, and scrambled to catch up with his squad.
The watch, he now knew, was unscratched by his fall, but he still had the
marks on his face and hands. And the whole thing seemed like a dream to him
now, much like the rest of the morning. He didn’t remember the perimeter they
set up or any feelings of fear that he had then. All he could recall was the moment
he fell and his legs had given out from under him: he was floating through air,
above the white rocks, facing the mouth of the canyon.
Cleaner from the floor stung his right hand, eating its way through the scabs.
He knew that he shouldn’t have stuck his hand in that drain without having put
on the gloves first. He rinsed off his hand, and it stung him some more. His scab
wounds looked fleshy and white.
These scars, it seemed, were the only living proof of what happened to Yossi
last week. Of course, there were other little things, like his empty blue bunk or the
unfilled slot for his helmet. He had also written his name on a bullet proof vest,
which was stacked in a pile by the main door. No one had since bothered to use
that vest, even though he had been wearing a different one. Maybe they thought
that the ink would wear out if others continued to use it. But there were dozens
of names on each of these vests, and most had since finished the army. There was
a tradition here, though, that you never crossed out any names when you found
them on an item of gear. This was why soldiers were always losing their shit—because nobody could ever identify anything. Gear was recycled and everything got
shuffled, except for Yossi’s green vest at the bottom.
But the Captain had not even spoken his name since they found him curled
up in the box. It was almost as if there was an unwritten rule that nobody talked
of the deceased. It was weird how it worked, these army superstitions—like not
wishing anyone “good luck” before a mission. There was also a custom before
each operation that you never took photos of soldiers. This, it turned out, was a
pretty stupid thing, because they didn’t have any pictures of Yossi. The only photo
they could find to submit to the press featured his ex-girlfriend hugging him at
his prom. The girlfriend was smiling, clutching his neck, and Yossi looked like he
knew what was coming.
The water level rose again by his feet as he spilled out another foam bucket.
The next drain, he saw, was clogged up as well, and its hairs swiveled up in volcanoes.
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Fuck this, he figured and picked up his gloves, which he’d set on a hook by
his rifle. He left the whole bathroom in a stately flooded mess with his boonie cap
still on the sink.
When he came back to get it, ten minutes later, the water was gone from the
floor. He looked in the mirror and sized up his zits, the scratches he had on his
forehead. And his hair was getting long. He’d have to buzz it again. Maybe in time
for a picture.
When he returned to the basement, he set down his mop and knocked on
the door of the Sergeants. “I’m done,” he told them. “And I’m tired of this shit.
I’m ready to do a patrol now.” The First Sergeant smiled and patted his back. He
said the Captain had sent him a message: “You’re free to go home, to take an early
leave. He wants you to be back by this weekend.”
Of course this would happen the one time in his service when he didn’t actually feel like leaving. He wanted to stay and do some arrests, if only out of service
to Yossi.
“Go home and get laid. And get some more sleep. You’re gonna need it, starting this Sunday.” Sergeant Benny then explained that the following week, they
were shipping up north to Jenin. The camps inside there were contested ground,
and they would undoubtedly see some more action, he said.
Uri knew that the leave would not be a gift and that he was about to endure
some fighting. And if he were to survive what he saw, which he started to doubt,
he was going to have to get rest first.
The First Sergeant told him to report back to base by Saturday evening at
seven. He said that he should also get his head shaved at home, or the Sergeant
would do it himself.
Uri thought about calling up a couple old friends. He had gone to a religious
academy. But the only thing they ever did was read Talmud or pray, neither of
which seemed too appealing. He wondered if any of his friends from the army
were getting a leave for the weekend. He dialed up Oren, Herman and Josh. None
of them said they were going.
Uri hitched a ride in the back of a truck that was delivering food to the
checkpoints. Then he flagged down a Jewish settlement bus, which brought him
up north to Jerusalem. He caught another bus to the Tel Aviv station, where he
bought a cold beer and a sandwich. He thought he should call up his mother at
home and tell her he was coming to dinner.
Of course, his parents both knew what had happened last week. They had
attended the service at Herzl. But he didn’t really feel like dealing with them now,
because to them, it was just a reminder. His mother had once told him: “This is
what you get. It was your choice to serve in the army.” She was talking about the
time when he fell back in training and fractured a bone in his ankle. And when
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they talked on Saturday after the attack, the only things they discussed were arrangements: how he’d get to the funeral; if he needed a ride; what his parents could
do to “support” him. They hated that he served but acknowledged his choice - as
long as he maintained the religion.
Instead of catching the bus up north to Haifa, which is where he lived, he
went to the bank and deposited his check that they had given him upon leaving
the base.
He knew that for Yossi he was obliged to spend it on something entirely personal. Razor blades didn’t seem like the appropriate choice and he wasn’t about to
purchase a bible.
At a kiosk he bought a bottle of Jack, some chips and a packet of Camels.
Then he took a quick bus to the Tel Aviv beach and laid his head down on the
sand.
When he woke up again, two hours later, the tide was up to his boots. The sun
was low and red in the sky. His rifle weighed down on his chest. He brushed himself off, gathered his bag and threw out the liter of whiskey. He knew he couldn’t
stay on the beach for the night, that the police would come and evict him. He
walked down Allenby and Ha Ya’arkon and found a neighboring hostel. He rented
a room which had flowered, blue sheets, and he sat down inside of the shower. He
cried a little bit - for what, he didn’t know. Then he dried himself off on the floor.
He put on his jeans and his last clean white shirt and decided to go for a walk.
He thought he should get his head shaved first, but all of the barbers were
closed. And the clubs were deserted, the bars emptied out because of a bombing
last weekend. It was a little past twelve and the streets were still wet, slicked with
the glaze of gasoline.
He only knew of one place that would be open at this hour, though it wasn’t
exactly a bar. Sergeant Benny had once recommended it to him and said he was
a regular customer. It was in the industrial zone, three miles west. The place was
called The Tropic. It was famous in the army for servicing soldiers and even offering them discounts.
When he arrived in the district, he noticed the bums, mostly camped out on
the streets. African men were selling bracelets and gum. A few of them offered
him Ecstasy. He could see the lights of The Tropic up ahead, but the place didn’t
seem that appealing. Maybe it was the thought of his Sergeant having sex, but he
decided he’d look for another. He roamed through the streets until he settled on
a place that probably had a lot less traffic. It was in the back of an alley, alongside
a wall with a rusted green iron-frame door. The sign overhead looked welcoming
enough - it said “girls” in pink neon letters.
o
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When she heard the knock, she was making coffee at her dresser. She preferred instant, because it didn’t stain her teeth the way filter did. And she had
exceptionally good teeth, which she maintained with rigor using peroxide stripes,
a pharmaceutical rinse, and dental floss that was made in America - she didn’t
trust anything made inside Israel. Back in Tashkent, her uncle had been a dentist,
and he told her that teeth were the most important thing in a profession. That
was back when she still talked to the man - his family had raised her since birth.
Now they never talked, though she continued to send checks and said she was
employed as a cleaner. Which wasn’t, she figured, entirely untrue, given the state
of her clients.
She left the electric pitcher to boil and gave a quick nod to the mirror. Behind
it, Vladimir was sorting his mail. She could hear the guy flipping through sheets.
He was a good man, Vlad. She wished he made more, but his salary wasn’t
out of her pocket. He had also once broken a couple legs on her behalf, and for
that she was eternally grateful. And the guy never asked for any favors in return.
She suspected this was because he was gay. Sometimes, when her younger clients
came in, she could hear a few jerks from his table.
His one-way mirror looked out on the entire room: a windowless, pinkwalled enclave. The spot where he sat was connected to a hall that adjoined the
neighboring building, a dance club. The club was now closed, due to repairs or
some sort of dispute with the owners. There were all sorts of people living upstairs
- Filipino and Cambodian workers.
But when she heard the knock, Vlad’s papers stopped flipping and she
guessed he had moved to his chess games. Back in the Ukraine, he was a “Candidate Master,” which was apparently a high designation. These days he’d play about
four games at once, each on the screen of his laptop. And she knew he was smart,
though he didn’t say much. He also did bills and accounting.
She set down her mug and powdered her chest. She put on her lipstick in
patches. She stepped up on a box, beside the green door. Through the peephole
she could make out a yarmulke. Great, she thought, another black hat. The religious were shoddy with tips.
When she opened the door, she noticed his rifle, which was slung around
his arm like a purse. “I’m sorry,” she said. “You can’t bring that in here.” Vladimir
would never allow it.
The young soldier nodded and turned to walk off, clicking a thumb in his
hand.
Since the bombings had started, it had been a slow month. The Arabs had
stopped passing through checkpoints—and they tipped. The Jews themselves
were scared to go out, and the tourists had been non-existent.
“You know what, it’s okay,” she called through the alley. The kid spun around
with his gun. She glanced in the mirror and heard no dissent. And her hair was
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looking blonder than usual. Just that morning, she had dyed it again, because
that’s what the locals would want.
“You can come in,” she continued. “Just to look around. And don’t worry, you
can take your gun with you.” The boy looked cute. He had long, feeble arms, and
he looked like he might be a virgin.
He grimaced. “Um, I was just looking.”
I’ll bet, she thought. “Why don’t you come and have a seat? I’ll make coffee.”
“I don’t drink coffee.”
“Well, maybe you can have something else then.”
She held the door open. He entered.
“I’m Evelyn,” she said, shaking his hand.
“My name’s Benny,” he said, and she knew that it wasn’t, since soldiers never
gave up their real ones. His right hand felt warm and sticky to her touch. She
wondered if he’d come from a bathroom.
“Nice to meet you, Benny.” She said the name aloud and thought it sounded
vaguely familiar. “You can call me Eva, or just Eve, if you want. Here, come have
a seat on the sofa.”
She lifted up a newspaper which some Arab had left - he had paid an extra
hour just to sit there.
“I don’t have a lot of money. And I don’t mean to be rude, but I was wondering if we could talk about the price.”
She sat down on the couch beside him. “It’s okay,” she said. “We can work
around what you’ve got. But it’s two hundred Sheks for a suck and fuck.”
“Any position?” he asked. So maybe he wasn’t that new.
“Any position except anal.”
“Um, well, maybe we could do just the intercourse part, since I don’t have
enough for a suck.” She thought she heard a laugh from the mirror, but the kid
didn’t seem to have noticed.
“It’s no problem,” she said. “How much do you have?”
“I only have 120 Shekels.”
“I’m sorry,” she said. “You’re going to have to leave.” She never went below
180—group standard.
“But wait,” the kid said, “I’ve got a nice watch.”
She smiled as she walked to the door.
“Yeah. It’s a Casio G-shock. It’s a really nice watch, and it glows when you
turn it to the side.” He demonstrated for her, and she thought that he must have
been kidding. He wasn’t.
“That is a nice watch.”
“Yes, isn’t it?” he said. “They gave it to me as a present.”
“Who did?”
“The army. That was back when I finished my training. They said I was the
best in the Company.”
“And that’s why you’re here now?”
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“No,” the kid said. “I’m out on the line. I finished my training in August.”
She smiled. She liked his green eyes. They were rounded from drink. And she
liked his red bush of a haircut. His chapped lips were sagging, pouty and low. He
reminded her a bit of her father. He had once been a soldier in the Afghan War,
judging by one of his pictures.
“So, I was thinking,” he continued, “that you could take the watch, along with
the 120 Shekels. And maybe that way you’d do a good thing for this country and
help out a soldier in need.”
“I think you should keep the watch for yourself. Just don’t tell anyone what
you paid.”
He nodded.
She unbuttoned his jeans, which were tight at his knees and clung to the
bones of his waist. She pulled up his t-shirt and noticed his chest, which was remarkably thin for a soldier. His ribs were exposed, his stomach quite flat, and his
arms were burnt red like a farmer’s.
She smoothed out the sheet on the beige leather stand. “Come here,” she said,
as she patted. She undid her robe, which was cotton and white, and rubbed some
light oil on her breasts. The smell was vanilla, which she always liked best, because
it drowned out the smell of the men.
“Come here,” she said again to the boy. He was appraising the couch for his
gun. “You can leave it over there. It’ll be fine.”
He hopped up on the cushion beside her.
“You’re pretty,” he said, and he seemed to have meant it, judging by the space
in his lips. His dick wasn’t up, so she stroked it a bit. His shaven chin smelled like
tobacco.
“You can touch me,” she said, pulling his hand to her breast. It sat there like
some kind of dead animal.
He let out a groan, an uncomfortable wheeze.
“It’s okay,” she said. “Have you done this before?”
“Not really,” he said with a smile.
She did it often with virgins - at least three times this week - though none
of them came wearing yarmulkes. One of them had been a worker - a Thai, he
explained, though she barely understood what he said. Another one came with
his brother and dad, and all three of them finished in seconds. The third was a
young Palestinian man who was planning to marry this weekend. He invited her
to the wedding, and when she respectfully declined, he told her he’d bring her
some cake. They all went inside her with the condoms she gave them, and she felt
nothing but the sparkle of finance.
But with the Orthodox she always felt a warm sense of spite, and she enjoyed
corrupting their youths. Their men always scowled when she passed on the street,
as if they weren’t regular customers.
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She caressed the boy’s hand and tickled his thigh. She buried her head in his
stomach. His skin fluttered tight and bunched with each kiss along the red fur of
his happy trail. Briskly, she climbed up on top of his legs.
“You want pink or dark blue?” she said with a smile, reaching inside of her
robe.
“Um, I don’t know,” he said, cringing a bit, as if others might have been here
before him.
“You know,” she said, “you have a very large dick,” which succeeded in putting him at ease. “Here,” she said, and gave him dark blue, even though the pink
ones were thinner.
She held up his hand. “Do you want a bit of help?” He was debating which
side to roll down.
“Uh, yeah,” he said. And she slid it on down. She could do it with a thumb
and a finger.
“Do you want to be on top?”
“Uh, okay,” he said, with that shrill, nervous laugh that she’d recently started
to cherish. She thought about Vlad - that he must be online, because his mirror
wasn’t making its noises.
“Are you ready?” she asked.
“You bet,” he said. He slid inside her with confidence. He went too far up - all
of them did - and he turned a bit to the side. Slow down, she wanted to say to him
then, but this she never said.
He breathed heavily at first and then not at all. His green eyes were starting
to water.
She reached up around and patted his back, which dampened the side of her
hand. He moved back and forth in flashing red thrusts, and she wondered what
he must have been thinking. Probably of his mom - most of them did, at least the
first time that they started. No, she thought, probably his dad; this one was hit as
a child. She could see a few welts and scars on his brow, though those might have
come from the army.
“What’s that?” she asked and pointed to his brow. He didn’t look up from his
fucking.
“I fell,” he said as he wiped off his face and kneaded her back with his thumbs.
“Sorry,” she said, and she touched his left cheek. His skullcap was dangling
off him.
She felt like she wanted to kiss this young boy ever since he called her “pretty.”
She knew that she wasn’t - not since the repairs - though something inside him
had meant it.
Her face still showed signs of the beating she suffered alone in this apartment
in August. It was from the District Police, a “personal friend,” who had come to
collect on the payments. And it was partially her fault for not having insisted
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on obtaining a bodyguard like Vladimir sooner. But at the time she had worked
for a small-time affair that was edging its way in the market. Of course, after the
incident, the gang war ensued. The men who now owned her were decent. They
were a much better lot with connections all around and promised they’d see to
her safety. And the cash wasn’t bad—at least till last fall, when the clients stopped
coming to visit. But her owners, she knew, would still put her up as a reminder of
debts from the city.
And she no longer even hated all the sex that she had. Occasionally she found
it quite pleasing. Of course, the heroin helped, but she didn’t do much—just a
couple quick dabs for the evening.
This soldier, however, kept pounding her insides, and she felt nothing but the
churn in her stomach. She realized that she hadn’t eaten since ten in the morning.
After this, she would go make a salad.
His pelvis kept jabbing up and to the right. His cheek muscles clenched in his
jaw. She could see that his eyes were trying hard not to focus; that this one would
require some effort.
“Here,” she said, “why don’t we try from the back?” She knew that he was too
afraid to ask. But all of the soldiers wanted it this way. It had something to do with
the army, she figured.
They tried it for a bit. He reached around to her breasts and fingered the braid
of her vulva. He wasn’t too hard; she could feel him inside as she motioned herself
to his stomach.
She tossed her hair up and onto her back. The sight of it was usually enough
for them.
A couple minutes later, she felt him pull out. He turned to look down at his
watch.
“I gotta go,” he said.
“Are you sure?” she said. She wasn’t sure why she had asked.
“No, it’s not gonna happen.”
“Why? What’s wrong? You don’t like the way that I look?”
“No,” he said. “It’s me. I’m sorry. I think you’re one of the prettiest women
I’ve seen.”
It was strange, she thought. He seemed to have meant it, and his two eyes
were lost in reflection. “So what is it?” she asked. “Is it the position we’re in? Do
you want me to try with my mouth?”
“Uh, I don’t know.”
“Let’s try it,” she said, as she reached for his waist and bent down.
The blueberry didn’t mask the spermicidal taste, which was horrible, no matter how many times she had mouthed it.
A few minutes later, she could see it wouldn’t work. His legs were still glued
to the cushion.
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“Here,” she said, “let’s try something else.” She peeled off his condom and
threw it.
“What are you doing?”
“I don’t mind,” she said. “Just try not to go on my face.”
The boy didn’t hesitate. None of them did. She only ever did this with virgins.
He laid his head back on the pillow and sighed—undoubtedly thinking of
his father.
She throated him up and down with her chest, breathing in air with her nose.
She knew she was good—had been told so each day—and that not even a faggot
could stand this.
o

“I can’t,” Uri said, ten minutes later, brushing back hair from her face.
“What is it?” she asked, wiping her mouth. She seemed to be checking the
mirror again.
“I don’t know. It’s something in my head. I don’t think I’m going to finish.”
“Do you want to talk?”
“Not really,” he said. “I don’t even know what to tell you.”
He didn’t know why this woman kept asking or what he was supposed to say.
There was no cause he could give, no reason to explain. He didn’t even know why
he came here.
He examined her eyes, her immaculate teeth, that strange, calm draw of her
breath. Her face was exotic, like it wasn’t quite white, and it sent a shiver through
the base of his spine. “I think I should go.”
“No, stay,” she said. “I won’t charge you any more—as long as you wear that
skullcap.”
He wasn’t quite sure what she meant by the remark as he pulled up his jeans
and his shirt. “Here,” he said. “You can take the watch. I’m gonna get a new one
tomorrow.”
“No,” she said. “I don’t want the fucking watch. Just take your stuff and get
out.”
“What about the money?”
“You can keep it,” she said.
“Okay.”
Uri rose from his seat. He picked up his duffle, his gun and his clip. He tied
a quick knot in each boot. Then he took out his wallet and thumbed through his
bills, setting them all on her sink. He left her two hundred. The watch was worth
more, but this woman would not even take it.
He shut the door and walked through the alley. He sat on the edge of the
street. He lowered his head into the skin of his hands, and he could feel the beat
of his heart.
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pertaining to her sources of artistic inspiration, her work’s relationship to other
artistic styles, and its relationship to the human body. Other curatorial decisions
resulted in a particular definition of the genre of a livingartist’s museum retrospective in which Benglis’ career was presented not as a comprehensive chronology

Lynda Benglis at the New
Museum:

Examining Curatorial Strategies
of a Living Artist’s Restrospective
Helen Opper

but instead as a series of stylistic phases characterized by the use of different media and the exploration of different conceptual concerns. While this presentation
reflects how Benglis has reinvented herself many times throughout her career, it
also constrains the range of possible interpretations of her work. It also facilitated
the omission of works from lesser-known periods in Benglis’ career, implying that
the work she created in these periods – the 1950s and early ‘60s, and 1980s and
‘90s – is less worthy of the prestige of being included in a retrospective at a major
museum. In this paper, I will analyze the implications of specific curatorial decisions with a walk-through of the exhibition’s six galleries. I argue that the exhibition’s curatorial voice emphasized the relationships Benglis’ work has with its predecessors in a manner that did not fully recognize the ingenuity and uniqueness
of her artistic production, and that the exhibition suggested a retrospective need

INTRODUCTION
Lynda Benglis, the New Museum’s recent exhibition of Lynda Benglis’ art that

last retrospective of this artist’s work was so long ago, there has been no recent
exhibitionary precedent for such an extensive display of Benglis’ art.2

ran from February 9 through June 19, 2011, was a commendable offering of mul-

The New Museum attempted to include at least one example of each of the

timedia artworks spanning the artist’s remarkable four decade career. Presented

various art forms, series, and experiments that constitute Benglis’ continuing

as a retrospective, the exhibition featured fifty works created between 1966 and

artistic practice. These groups of work include her pigmented wax “paintings,”

2009, including sculptures, “fallen paintings,” installations, photography, films,

poured latex pieces, molded “Torsos” and “Knots,” videos, cast and poured metal

and press ephemera.1 Through her unique artistic practice and explorations,

sculptures, and recent work with plastics and glass.

Benglis managed to define her reputation as a boundary-trespassing woman art-

The introductory wall text conveyed chief curator (and Associate Director

ist early in her career – in the late 1960s and early ‘70s – but continues to produce

of the New Museum) Massimiliano Gioni’s belief that Benglis’ work has been

provocative and relevant work. She has also ensured that her work does not fit

strongly influenced by many other artistic and natural forms.3 Citing Minimal-

comfortably within any single artistic genre or movement, but instead allows for

ism and post-Minimalism, feminist art, Abstract Expressionism, geological flows,

many different readings of her sculptural and multimedia output.

ceremonial totems, Color Field painting, artists Helen Frankenthaler and Jack-

As the only retrospective of Benglis’ work since the 1970s, Lynda Benglis was

son Pollock, as well as Benglis’ own body, Gioni’s text acknowledged that Benglis

a rare opportunity to view her entire oeuvre in a single exhibition and draw in-

“both intersected with and transcended” these fields and genres and “critically

terpretive connections between the many phases and media her artistic practice

engaged” with them. However, the density of these references in the text neverthe-

has encompassed through the years. However, problems with the selection and

less fosters an understanding of Benglis’ work solely in relation to other artistic

presentation of the work as well as the exhibition’s physical design undermined

production and natural imagery. This text thus framed Benglis’ work in relation to

the curator’s interpretive authority and, in spite of its art historical value, the exhi-

other forms and practices, rather than emphasizing its autonomy as the individual

bition ultimately did not reach its potential. In this paper, I will identify instances

practice of a single artist.

where this exhibition propagated dubious ideas about Benglis’ work, particularly
36

not be fully comprehensive to be titled as such. It is worth noting that because the

Gioni’s and the curatorial staff ’s reliance on earlier artistic styles to contex37
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tualize Benglis’ art is problematic because Benglis is typically considered a “renegade” artist whose work is not as easily categorized as that of many of her contemporaries.4 Because of its variety, Benglis’ work resists classification according
to predominant artistic movements and styles since the 1960s, such as process art,
body art, performance art, Minimalism, and feminism. Benglis herself has refuted
these labels, challenging attempts to compartmentalize her art into a delineated
network of art history. As an exhibition of only Lynda Benglis’ art, visitors had
to rely on the few interpretive wall texts and selection of works to evaluate the
connections drawn between her work and the visual products of these recognizable styles. A close examination of the exhibition illustrates these relationships (or
non-relationships) and more generally shows how exhibitionary practices are a
means by which curators can express particular viewpoints on the presentation,
interpretation and display of a contemporary artists’ body of work.
DEFINING “RETROSPECTIVE”
Lynda Benglis was organized so that each of the six galleries featured a related
group of pieces: wax paintings, poured polyurethane and latex floor sculptures,
and aluminum-plaster knots and “totems” from the 1960s-70s; the installation
Phantom; contemporary wall sculptures; video, photography, and press ephemera; 1970s wall sculpture and installation; and cast and poured metal works from
the 1960s and ‘70s (Fig. 1).5 These divisions successfully included at least one
piece from many of Benglis’ most recognized stylistic series, and also showcased
the kinds of work for which Benglis is best known. Gioni’s inclusion of very recent
work demonstrated how her career has continued into the present and honored
her as a consistently important, experimental, and knowledgeable living artist.
However, other of Benglis’ artistic series were underrepresented or excluded completely, and the exhibition therefore failed to present lesser-known periods of
Benglis’ career and the full course of its development to the present.
The exhibition did not include any of Benglis’ early paintings, even though
these have been widely understood by art historians to have contributed to her
later explorations in sculpture, particularly her poured latex “fallen paintings.”
Benglis, in fact, was formally trained in painting: she studied at Newcomb College at Tulane University and the Brooklyn Museum School of Art in the 1960s.6
Gioni’s exclusion of her earliest two-dimensional works weakens his assertion of
the relationship between Benglis’ art and that of earlier painters and movements
such as Abstract Expressionism and Color Field painting; had her early paintings
been included, they might have validated Gioni’s suggestion of this likeness.7 Fur38

Fig. 1: Layout of Exhibition. Floor plan by author

thermore, these paintings are relatively obscure – they have not been published
or exhibited in major museums – and their inclusion in this retrospective would
have been an opportunity to introduce these works to a wider public and demonstrate how they contributed to the later development of Benglis’ career.
Another conspicuous omission is Benglis’ range of work from the 1980s and
’90s; this entire twenty-year period of time is represented by only one work, Panhard, a pleated metal wall sculpture created in 1989. Chronologically speaking,
this “lost period” is nearly half of Benglis’ entire career, and it is unclear why Gioni
would have chosen to present a retrospective with such a gaping hole. Without a
wider selection of works from this period, visitors face serious interpretive problems: Panhard is shown without the context – or comparative cues – that other
works from the same period might provide. With little indication of how Benglis’
work evolved from the late 1970s to the present, the relationships of her contemporary sculptures to their predecessors are impossible to deduce.8
As a self-proclaimed retrospective, this exhibition therefore raised questions
about what qualifications must be met for an exhibition to justly be given this title.
What portion of an artist’s total artistic output must be on view? Must the exhibition
include representative pieces from every style or phase of an artist’s career, or can
some be ignored? Is it legitimate to exclude work for which the artist is less wellknown, even if it constitutes an important or lengthy part of his/her career? What
other criteria should or should not contribute to the selection of works? What level
of curatorial transparency is appropriate for such a large-scale exhibition?
39
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Through his selection of works for Lynda Benglis, Gioni and the partnering

works of art were also on view in a ground-floor gallery adjacent to the museum’s

instutions’ curatorial staff posited that a retrospective may in fact omit significant

lobby, cafe and bookstore. Upon entering the main exhibition space through the

portions of an artist’s career, and with little explanation as to why. While the ex-

secondfloor elevators, visitors were presented with the introductory wall text dis-

hibition was successful at honoring Benglis as a prolific and accomplished living

cussed previously (Fig. 2). Although these galleries do not exactly fit the “white

artist, it failed to draw tight connections between all aspects of her practice.This

cube” gallery aesthetic as defined and upheld bysuch institutions as the Museum

retrospective was more about paying tribute than opening new avenues for interpretation.
THE EXHIBITION

of Modern Art, plain, white walls provided a highly minimalist backdrop for the
presentation of Benglis’ work. Because the technical components of the ceiling lighting, sprinkler, and climate control (HVAC) systems - were exposed, the New
Museum’s galleries offered a somewhat utilitarian atmosphere more akin to the
Museum of Modern Art’s contemporary art space, PS1. Although visible, these
industrial elements did not distract from the artwork or disrupt the viewing experience, and the poured cement floors provided a fluid but even display surface
for Benglis’ floor sculptures.
Identification labels provided only basic information about each piece: the
title, year(s) of creation, and materials. No accession numbers were included, reflecting the fact that the New Museum does not own any of the works on view,
nor is it a collecting institution in the traditional sense. The Museum has a “semipermanent collection,” in which work is purchased for a short period of time
and then is deaccessioned a predetermined number of years later. Although this
policy runs antithetical to the more traditional institutional methodologies adopted by most art museums – in which a formal, conservative, and legal process
is laid out for the accessioning and deaccessioning of artwork – it supports the
New Museum’s commitment to showing only the most contemporary art. The

Fig. 2: Installation image from first gallery of Lynda Benglis.

Through an in-depth, gallery-by-gallery presentation of this exhibition, this
section will illustrate the kinds of decisions that constitute a curator’s practice,
such as the selection of works, their installation and arrangement within the gallery space, and the provision of information via wall labels and other accompanying texts. These curatorial matters play an important role in visitors’ understandings of an exhibition and the artworks on display. They also reflect particular
interpretive strategies and priorities of an institution and its staff. In Lynda Benglis, the strength of the curatorial voice was marred by two particular problems: a
general lack of transparency about curatorial practices and a missed opportunity
to move beyond canonical interpretations of Benglis’ work that she herself has
challenged.
The exhibition filled the entire second floor of the New Museum, which is
its largest exhibition space with 4,606 square feet and 18-foot high ceilings.9 Six
40

choice to leave out information about the lenders is more problematic; although
it upholds the Museum’s highly minimalist style of presentation (by only providing information that is “necessary”), it also obscured the museum’s exhibitionary
practices – in particular the network of individuals outside of the museum who
contributed to the retrospective. Although many museums do not freely disclose
behind-the-scenes information like this, this lack of transparency is surprising in
the New Museum because of its history and reputation for progressively keeping
abreast of contemporary concerns in art and museology. In the last twenty years,
museums have come under greater pressure to become more transparent about
their institutional practices, and it is disappointing that the New Museum has not
embraced this trend in spite of its potential for making museums more accountable to their constituents.
Labels with extended text provided information about some of the works’
methods of creation and original installation setting. For series like Benglis’
poured latex pieces, which were usually created in the galleries in which they were
originally exhibited, knowledge of the original installation provided necessary
41
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context for the contemporary visitor seeing the work re-installed in a new setting.

required to intervene to protect

Furthermore, because so much of her career has been focused on material experi-

it. Untitled (VW) was also visibly

mentations and the very notion of materiality itself, much of Benglis’ art is not

dirty because of the porousness of

fully comprehensible without understanding her media and working processes.

polyurethane foam, which has ab-

These extended texts therefore provided important background knowledge for

sorbed dirt in the air bubbles on its

visitors who previously may not have been familiar with Benglis’ work. Also, they

surface over the past forty years.

did justice to the conceptual dimensions of her practice that go beyond formal as-

While this may be inherent to the

sessment or aesthetic appreciation. Unfortunately, the identification labels’ place-

nature of the material, it is unclear

ment in relation to their corresponding artwork was often confusing, with some

why the curator chose this specific

11

labels located as far as ten feet away from their respective pieces. For example,

piece to exhibit when other similar

the labels corresponding to three wax and multimedia wall works at the beginning

pieces are known to exist in much

of the exhibition were ordered on the wall differently from the works themselves,

better condition.13 The condition

misleading visitors who relied on the museum’s labels to educate themselves.

of the work was further compro-

While many may have appreciated the works even without knowing the correct

mised by a large, horizontal seam

title, date or medium, it is nevertheless irresponsible exhibition design to allow

traversing the sculpture near its

for such misattributions to occur, especially in the honorific context of a major

center. This seam indicates where

museum retrospective.

conservators re-attached the work

The display of Benglis’ poured latex and polyurethane floor pieces managed
to attract attention for purely aesthetic reasons, despite lacking some of the integ-

after it had broken in two, but its
conspicuous presence disrupted the viewing experience.

rity of their original form. The quality and delicacy of these works posed curato-

Blatt (1969), the first of Benglis’ “fallen paintings” made from poured, pigment-

rial and conservation difficulties when installed in the New Museum’s galleries:

ed natural latex (Fig. 3), was shown in the same gallery and suffered from similar

Untitled (VW) from 1970, a poured polyurethane foam floor sculpture, is a case in

conservation problems. While Blatt was visually pleasing and undeniably significant

point. This piece was made to fit into a corner, and Benglis intended for it to be ex-

as the first work of one of Benglis’ best-known series, the piece was noticeably

hibited either in the corner or far enough away that visitors could circulate around

worn with its wrinkles, tears, and a dirty surface. Again, these issues may have

to view the piece from all sides.12 In this first gallery of Lynda Benglis, Untitled

been unavoidable given the combination of material fragility, time, and inher-

(VW) was positioned approximately two feet from the wall with no stanchions or

ent display problems when exhibiting work on the floor. However, without ex-

traction strips surrounding it. While this gave museum guests an uninterrupted

planatory text telling the visitor why a visibly damaged and dirty work was still

view of the vibrant striations of

worth showing, visitors may not have fully appreciated Blatt or its importance.

foam, they were not permitted

This lack of explanation further indicates the New Museum’s lack of concern for

to walk around the piece, con-

curatorial transparency and signals a conformity with traditional museological

tradicting Benglis’ intentions

practices that is at odds with the Museum’s more experimental ethos. The display

for its display. Furthermore, the

of Blatt and its downstairs counterpart Contraband pose an interpretive problem

awkward positioning and lack

as well: the meanings implicitly attributed to these fallen paintings through the

of physical or visual barriers

ephemera exhibited in the fourth gallery and suggested by Gioni’s introductory

created an uncomfortable ten-

wall text were discrepant from the works’ original intentions and historical sig-

sion where visitors were never

nificances (Fig. 4). Gioni and others have claimed that Benglis was influenced by

quite certain about the accept-

Abstract Expressionism and Color Field painting, which they believe is evident

able way to view the piece, and

through her work’s formal relationships to these styles. Although Benglis herself

security guards were frequently

acknowledged these connections, she and numerous critics and historians have

Fig. 3: Lynda Benglis, Blatt (1969)
42

Fig. 4: Lynda Benglis, Contraband (1969)
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pointed out that her response was largely rebellious in nature14 By simply citing

stallation were meant to be temporary and were

the influence of these earlier painting styles, Gioni’s interpretation is somewhat

destroyed after their short lives in the galleries;

misleading and does not adequately emphasize the conceptual resistance built in

Phantom is the only survivor.18
In reconstructing and exhibiting this instal-

to Benglis‘ work.

lation, the curators overtly acted against Benglis’
original intent. While it is true that many curators do not feel it is necessary to follow artists’
http://archive.newmuseum.org/index.php/Detail/Object/Show/object_id/7680

stated intentions in deciding whether and how
to exhibit a particular work, Gioni and the curatorial staff could have at least acknowledged
their re-fabrication and alterations of Phantom’s
sculptures.19 This highlights a tension between
the desire to honor Benglis’ original intention

Fig. 5: Lynda Benglis, Phantom (1971)

for the exhibition of this work, and the need to

An article about Benglis in Life Magazine in 1970, one year after her first

re-create the installation for the sake of audi-

solo show in New York, featured photographs of her creating a poured latex floor

ence appreciation, education, and the historical

piece alongside a well-known image of Jackson Pollock standing over his canvas

narrative framing the retrospective. Without

poured floor pieces. However, it also highlighted a critical difference in the mean-

Fig. 6: Original installation views. Top:
Lynda Benglis, For and Against
(For Klaus) (1971), Vassar College,
such transparency, curatorial staff appeared to
Poughkeepsie, NY. Middle: Lynda
conspicuously disregard not only Benglis’ intenBenglis, Adhesive Products (1971),
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis,
tions, but part of the work’s conceptual content.20
MN. Bottom: Lynda Benglis, Pinto
While information about whether or not New
(1971), Paula Cooper Gallery, NY.

ings ascribed by Benglis to her partial-mimicry of Pollock’s methods – specifi-

Museum staff collaborated with Benglis on this

cally, her interest in the solidification of bodily movement and in new sculptural

re-installation was not available, the unacknowledged re-fabrication of Phantom

materials over the more traditional medium of oil painting. Contemporary art

reflects a kind of curatorial authority that many artists and even museum profes-

critic Jerry Saltz describes viewing these poured latex pieces as feeling “the frisson

sionals object to. It also exposes a tension over who holds interpretive and exhi-

throwing paint from above.15 Entitled “Fling, Dribble, and Drip,” and included
in the ephemera exhibited in the fourth gallery, the article drew direct connections between the processes and aesthetics of Abstract Expressionism and Benglis’

as the artist breaks painting out of its historical-spatial confines.” This reflects

bitionary control in a retrospective of a living artist: should Benglis have been

the interpretive tensions raised by Benglis’ fallen paintings concerning their posi-

consulted? Had she objected to Phantom’s reconstruction, would Gioni have an

tion within a critical and historical narrative of modern and contemporary art,

ethical obligation to respect her wishes? Even if we assume Gioni’s best intentions

16

and the extent and nature of their relationships with other work of this period.
On display in the second gallery of the second floor was a multi-piece installation called Phantom, which demonstrated a familiar lack of curatorial transpar-

of curatorial transparency mentioned previously. Since the intended destruction

ency in its failure to acknowledge important reinterpretations undertaken by the

of these sculptures is well-known in art historical circles, the New Museum’s in-

museum in its display. Phantom consisted of five large, phosphorescent, polyure-

clusion of this work problematically suggests both a claim to ownership over the

thane foam sculptures suspended from the wall, and had been recreated for this

work and a failure to pay homage to past exhibitionary forms without an explana-

17

exhibition from the remnants of the 1971 original (Fig. 5). Created in response

44

in the exhibition of Phantom, the lack of labeling to inform the audience of the
work’s original intentions and re-fabrication further illustrates the pervasive lack

tion of why this was justified.

to recent modernist styles such as performance, process, and minimalist art, this

In addition to its re-fabrication, there were two major differences between

work was one of six installations Benglis created in university and unaffiliated art

Phantom’s 1971 exhibition and its incarnation in Lynda Benglis. Photographs of

museums across the United States in 1970-71. The sculptures comprising the in-

this series of works in their original installations show that they were exhibited in
45
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much larger galleries than the small space

with second-wave feminism, is concerned with the body or an exploration of one’s

given to them at the New Museum, and

identity or experience as a woman. Benglis, however, actively disengaged from the

pieces were hung on multiple walls to cre-

mainstream feminist movement, and as curator of the High Museum’s 1991 exhi-

ate an immersive and interactive viewing

bition Lynda Benglis: Dual Natures Susan Krane suggests, Benglis “did not delve

environment (Fig. 6). The New Museum

into the universal psychological nature of femaleness, but instead focused primar-

also altered the lighting techniques in the

ily on its externalized manifestations.”24 She goes on to say that Benglis “preferred

room, which are important for the work

to situate herself independently, and purposefully competed within the context

because of its phosphorescent material and

of the male art world, against which she identified and measured herself.”25 Fur-

the differences in its appearance in different

thermore, Benglis only acknowledged the bodily connection in some of her art,

light levels. In the retrospective, the light-

indicating that these long- and popularly-held assumptions are not always ap-

ing alternated between complete darkness

propriate for all of her work. Other possible frameworks include her examination

and black light illumination used to high-

of materiality, experimentation with newly-available products, its purely formal

light the sculptures’ phosphorescence. In

and aesthetic qualities, and a study of color theory. Although Benglis was and is

their original habitats, the lights were al-

aware of gendered interpretations of her art

Fig. 7: Lynda Benglis creating Adhesive
Products (1971) in Walker Art Cen- ternately left on, exposing the sculptures’
ter, Minneapolis, MN.
daylight color (white), and then turned off,

showcasing the works’ glow-in-the-dark
21

quality. The New Museum offered no information explaining the curator’s and

production and participated in discussions
of gender and the art world, her refusal
to label her practice “feminist” challenges
critics to adopt other interpretive lenses.
The gallery following Phantom con-

designers’ decisions to change the lighting of these works, so only visitors with

tained three works from 2007-09: Chi-

prior knowledge of the original installation techniques would know about this.
Like Blatt and Contraband, Phantom has been interpreted as a response to

ron (2009), Ghost Shadow II (2007), and

the gestural creation of Abstract Expressionist painting. Benglis created these and

Ghost Shadow III (2007). These works

other similar works by pouring large amounts of liquid polyurethane over plastic-

were made of foam over chicken wire and

22

covered scaffolding and directing the material over the plastic sheeting (Fig. 7).

urethane, and their texture and physical-

This technique led to her considering these art forms “frozen gestures,” a term

ity more readily fit within a corporeal in-

that relates them to both Abstract Expressionism and the use of her own body

terpretation than do other pieces in the

23

as an inspiration and a tool for her art production. The sculptures comprising

exhibition The textural, tactile qualities

Phantom appear frozen as they reach out into mid-air and hang precariously from

of the materials that compose the three

a single spot on the wall, but they also convey the sense of movement that Benglis

sculptures in this room were more densely

used to produce them.
It is important here to note the most common theme in the critical reception
of Benglis’ mid-career work, which is that nearly all scholars and critics consider
her art in terms of its relation to the female body, and specifically, to Benglis’ own
body. Her diverse art forms are all discussed in terms of the influence of the organic forms of the female figure, both inside and outside the body. There are three
reasons for this: some of her work resembles elements of the female anatomy and
is created on a bodily scale; the physicality of the production process is evident
in the finished product; and Benglis is a female artist and therefore subject to a
commonly held view that women’s art, especially art by those women associated
46

http://archive.newmuseum.org/index.php/Detail/Object/Show/object_
id/7670

Fig. 8: Centerfold for November 1974
edition of Art Forum

moulded and patterned than many of the other works in the exhibition and successfully demonstrated how Benglis has continued her artistic experimentations
with form, material and pattern. As a small space with no other works, this gallery
isolated Benglis’ contemporary production from the rest of the exhibition, which
focused on her works from the 1960s-70s. Although perhaps compromising visitors’ ability to relate these works to her earlier career, the separation of these later
sculptures maximized their impact. Because the works are so contemporary, their
presence in this gallery reinforce the exhibition as honoring a living, working artist.
47
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The fourth gallery
contained short films,
sculptures, and photography by Benglis, as well
as press images and coverhttp://archive.newmuseum.org/index.php/Detail/Object/
age from the 1970s about
Show/object_id/7684
her and her work. Most
importantly, a copy of Life
Magazine opened up to
the “Fling, Dribble, and
Drip” article discussed
previously, with its Fig. 9: Lynda Benglis, Primary Structure’s (Paula’s Props) (1975)

paper and multimedia wall sculptures.28 As indicated by the allusion within the

photographs of Beng-

tionable why the curator selected such a somber group of works to end the show

lis in the studio; an announcement from Paula Cooper Gallery (Benglis’ representing gallery at the time); and Benglis’ most iconic press photo—of her, naked
and covered in body oil, wielding a very large dildo - were included with the press
(Fig. 8). This image was featured in a full-color, two-page advertisement in Artforum magazine. According to activist art critic and curator Lucy Lippard, who
quotied Benglis, “Benglis herself intended the [advertisement] as a ‘mockery’ of
role-playing [and] as a ‘media statement . . . to end all statements, the ultimate
mockery of the pinup and the macho.’”26 In another essay, Lippard said that “[the]
uproar that this . . . image created proved conclusively that there are still things
women may not do.”27 Although Lippard’s assessment of this photograph’s reaction perhaps suggests a feminist reading of the ad and Benglis’ intentions, Benglis’ statement that Lippard herself quoted indicates that this interpretation is too
simplistic. By “mocking” the exaggerated gender roles of “pinup” and “macho,”
and by doing so as “a media statement,” Benglis was not merely challenging her
“abilities” as a woman artist but also commenting on the systems of critical reception, reputation, and and commercialism upon which a successful artist is bound
to participate in, even at the cost of being misrepresented.
Moving into the fifth gallery, the visitor encountered an installation accompanied by three individual wall-mounted sculptures (Fig. 9). Here, a wall text
informed visitors that this work was fabricated by Benglis in 1975 and is named
after a seminal 1964 exhibition at the Jewish Museum widely regarded as the
first formal exhibition of Mimimalist art, Primary Structures. Benglis’ installation adds the subtitle “Paula’s Props,” and the piece explores how pedestals and
columns are both a means of display as well as art unto themselves. With a strong
interest in aesthetic decoration, Benglis has played with different forms of decoration

installation’s title, this piece is a direct response to the calm and simple aesthetics of minimalism. The three additional wall sculptures in this gallery amplified the installation’s statement with their heavy embellishments of glitter, paint,
gold leaf, ribbons, and other materials. While other decorative works were included elsewhere in the exhibition, these three pieces along with the installation formed a cohesive group and further examined the broad scope of Benglis’
artistic production. In this way, this group of artwork functioned to validate
the exhibition’s claim to be a retrospective by offering evidence of the range of
materials, styles, and years in which Benglis worked.
The last gallery was approximately the same size as the previous one, and
included primarily poured and cast monochrome metal sculptures. It is ques- especially when contrasted with the vibrant pieces in the gallery next door,
and considering the fact that all these works were created during the 1970s.
This gallery stood in stark contrast to the other five galleries in its seriousness
and seemed to offer a more industrial and traditionally masculine ambiance
than elsewhere in the exhibition. As Krane notes, Benglis was a female “working
in a distinctly muscular and traditionally male medium,” and the selection of
artworks in this room seemed to come from the curator’s need to link Benglis’
practice back to the larger, more mainstream artistic production of male-dominated post-minimalism. Rather than using the last gallery to celebrate what
makes Benglis’ work unique - arguably, her experiments with coloration - Gioni
chose examples of her art that more closely recall the dominant modes of sculptural production at the time she was working in the 1960s and 1970s.
CONCLUSION
In evaluating the New Museum’s retrospective Lynda Benglis, it is worth
bearing in mind that Benglis has an open mind when it comes to the exhibition of her artwork. In an interview conducted with art historian Robert James
Coad, Benglis said:
I had thought at one point that I wanted to control [the] placement
[of my work] and then I realized that the placement of these kinds of
organic forms, with their gestures, were such that anyone could place
them in an artistic way. It’s just the nature of the object and it’s a delight for me to learn how others would place them. Some pieces I have
really wanted to keep together, and some not.29

in many of her series of works, including the Hoofers, the knot series, and late 1970s
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This openness gives curators the freedom to display Benglis’ works in a variety of ways, based on their own or the museum’s interests, knowledge, and collection. However, this freedom also challenges institutions to “do their research
and make a strong case for the positions reflected in their display and interpretive decisions.” [where did this quote come from? It needs a citation] The New
Museum’s exhibition is an illustrative example of how curatorial liberty and interpretive authority manifest themselves within the context of a highly visible
major museum retrospective of a well-known living artist, but also of the pitfalls
of failing to clearly explain and justify the rationale for potentially problematic
decision-making. It can also create limitations because institutional or curatorial weaknesses or lack of knowledge could negatively impact the exhibition or
physical condition of the artwork.
While the exhibition’s layout was by no means random, neither was
it clearly delineated or entirely comprehensible, and especially so for visitors
without much prior knowledge about Benglis. Furthermore, the selection of
works in this exhibition neglected to reflect the full scope of Benglis‘ work, leaving visitors with a limited ability to interpret the progression of Benglis‘ career and interrelationships between her various bodies of work. Though it did
not provide a radically new interpretation of Benglis’ sculpture, it did feature a
wide variety of her art and managed, for the most part, to break away from the
near-constant comparison of her work to the body. This exhibition constituted
a powerful tribute to a significant and multifaceted living artist, but could have
been even stronger with a greater commitment to curatorial transparency and a
wider selection of works.

Opper / Lynda Benglis
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are in too poor a condition to be exhibited, belong to collectors or institutions unwilling
to lend them, or are otherwise unavailable.
This information was acquired e-mail correspondence with Joshua Edwards, Exhibitions
Manager at the New Museum, on May 11, 2011.
When I asked about the label placement, a security guard informed me that this was one
of visitors’ most common complaints.
This information is from the work’s identification label.
Another recent exhibition in New York at Luxembourg & Dayan entitled UnpaintedPaintings contains Benglis’ poured latex piece Baby Contraband, which appears to be
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Natures catalog.
Susan Krane, Lynda Benglis: Dual Natures (Atlanta: High Museum of Art, 1991), 26-33.
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Exhibition introductory wall text, available on the exhibition’s website: http://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/432 (accessed May 10, 2011).
Information in the Lynda Benglis brochure, available on the New Museum’s website:
http://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/432accessed March 25, 2012).
Roberta Smith, “Artful Commentary, Oozing From the Walls,” New York Times February
17, 2011.
Smith, “Artful Commentary, Oozing from the Walls,”...
The name “totem” is referred to in the Dual Natures catalog. Susan Krane, Lynda Benglis:
Dual Natures (Atlanta: High Museum of Art, 1991), 33.
Carter Ratcliff, Lynda Benglis, Keith Sonnier: A Ten-Year Retrospective, 1977-1987 (Alexandria, LA: Alexandria Museum of Art, 1987), 8.
My discussion about exhibiting Benglis’ early paintings is based on an assumption that
these works are extant and available for exhibition.
There are several legitimate reasons that the museum may have excluded entire periods
of Benglis’ career: perhaps the works Gioni would have wanted to include no longer exist,
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Bat City
Lauren Nicole Nixon

Nixon / Bat City

Corvidae means jackdaw means I’m the bad guy means
I hovered in the sky and thought that you looked edible.
And chiroptera means webbed wing, fresh slate.
The table is long and there is so much bread
to break and redemption is stubborn and has to be shoved out like a guest
who has been drinking up all of your whiskey
and slumming in your extra bedroom for too long.

I’d invite you over but
I’m eating crow tonight.
This requires me to hold the heavy
bird in my hands and then sling him across
the butcher block

I cut you open. Gutted you.
Wore your feather behind my ear. You should’ve
hollowed me out
by now.
But you’re glossy and purring and alive.

like death isn’t death but
something that just happens like
finding a pebble in your shoe or your thumb
throbbing and throbbing when hammer
misses wood.
And I saw you through the glass in that shop on 11th
and you looked happy
like the city has loved you
and blessed you
in a way that I cannot. Like the city pieced you back
together when the cedar
began to split.
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Thaler / Symbionts

pressed her shoe on the trashcan lever. Grey oatmeal glistened atop yesterday’s
chicken carcass. She looked at it for a moment.
“Good,” she called back. She bustled to the front door, kissing him on the
cheek as she squeezed past. “Turn the deadbolt,” she said, “And then go back to
bed. I’ll see you tonight.”

Symbionts
Mary Thaler

T

hey stood arguing in the doorway, as they’d so often done when they
were dating, Nadia with one foot on the landing outside, buttoning
her cardigan, and the man with the bruised jaw supporting himself
with an elbow hooked around her coat-tree.

“I have class, Jared,” she said. “Believe me, I’m not thrilled either.”
“What is it?”
“Third year microbiology.”
“Email the class list. Will their lives be ruined if they can’t do a Gram stain?”
“Like no one ever tries that argument,” Nadia complained, doing the top

button. She undid it again and reached for her scarf. “Mind you, it’s hard to get
professional respect when you study an organism called Wigglesworthia. I’ve just
started saying tsetse fly, since that’s the host and everyone’s heard of them. Give
you sleeping sickness. Nasty bloodsuck—”
Jared laid three fingers under her chin. They were cold and rough, like a
stranger’s hand.
“You said this man wasn’t dangerous in daylight,” she said. “An eight-fifteen
class might not be day by some standards, but it’s hardly the middle of the night.”
“I know what I said,” Jared replied. “But Nadia, he’s strong. I don’t know how
to explain so you’ll understand. He—”
“Jared.” She stepped beyond his reach. “You came to me for help. That means
we do this my way, understood?” She yanked the scarf into place. “Damn, I forgot
the hydro bill. Excuse me.” He slumped against the wall as she swept past. “Did
you eat that porridge while I was in the shower?” she called over her shoulder.
“Of course.”
Nadia picked up the envelope from the kitchen counter. As she turned she
54

When she came in at seven o’clock, carrying two shopping bags, he was
curled on the futon with the afghan over his face. When she rearranged his feet
to sit down, a rumpled head poked out. Bruises that had been dark purple that
morning were fading to brown.
“I called the police,” she said. “You’re to call them back and make a time to
give your statement.”
Jared tugged the afghan back over his nose, as if he were still eighteen and
she was making him get up for class. “You call them back,” he said through the
blanket, “and tell them I’m not coming.”
“Come on, Jared. They’ll think I’m a flake.”
“So?”
Nadia remembered when two balances had been stolen from her lab, probably by dealers who thought their dime-bags needed to be weighed to four decimal places. She and the officer in charge had left message after message on each
other’s answering machines without managing to meet, until she decided enough
was enough: it was grant-writing time, and she had better things to do. But this
was more serious than a simple theft. Jared looked like shit.
“How was Mr. Wiggles today?” he asked.
“Oh my God, it’s Wigglesworthia,” she said, helpless to let the barb pass. “Fascinating, actually. This bacterium can only live inside the tsetse fly, not just its
body cavity but inside its cells. Incapable of independent existence.”
Jared grimaced. “A parasite.”
“No, it’s a symbiont. It - Jared, are you angsting?”
“What?”
“You have a wallowing look.” Although wallowing didn’t describe the intent
look on his face. Nadia wondered - once she would have simply known - what hidden gears were clicking within Jared’s head; what unhappy calculations.
“I’m the parasite, Nadia,” he said. “I’m going to get you killed.” He jabbed one
of his bruises.
She pulled his hand away. “Jared, you are not allowed to be in trouble and not
come to me for help, okay? You’re not a parasite, you’re—we’re symbionts.”
“What does that even mean?”
“Well, for the tsetse fly, it means the bacteria manufacture all the nutrients
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the fly can’t get from animal blood, and the fly gives the bacteria a safe environment. They need each other.”
“Just.” He looked away. “If you understood the whole situation, you wouldn’t
say that. You’d be terrified.”

Thaler / Symbionts

“Then - if Adoptions Canada didn’t tell you, how can you be sure? He could
have been lying to you, trying to, I don’t know—”
“I know.” His hands clenched. “My mother - they were bad people.”
She watched him for a minute, then sighed.

“I doubt that,” she said, sitting back.

“I picked up some tilapia. I’m making fish curry.”

He snorted, but it was too strong for him; he had to laugh. “Nadia, you’re so

“I’m not hungry.”

- God, when I saw you open the door, I hoped you would tell me to come in, I—”
“Ssh.”
She looked at him, face tilted to one side, then leaned forward and kissed
him. His head snapped back.
“No?” she said. “Really? Are you really going to make me pull this futon out
again tonight, with all the sheets and pillows?”
“I don’t carry supplies,” he said, inching away, but she followed him up against
the armrest.

“Please, I’m tired of yelling. You didn’t have breakfast, and I bet you didn’t
have lunch.”
“It’s a special diet.” She opened her mouth indignantly, but he overrode her.
“Nadia, please, I’m not trying to be difficult. I’ve been trying all day to figure out
how to tell you.” He took a deep breath, but no words followed.
Nadia’s face had become blank, her voice remote. “You’re sick.”
“It’s - well, it’s cancer. It started in a weird corner of my digestive tract.”
She groped at the counter edge, and he jumped up and pulled her onto a

“It’s fine. I’m on the Pill.”

chair. She batted him away. “I’m not the one - you’re the one who should be sitting.

“Don’t you even want to know what I’ve been up to for the past decade?” he

You’re as white as a ghost. How long have you known?”

said.

“Ten years since the first diagnosis.”
She stopped, her eyelashes nearly brushing his nose. “Drugstore’s open until

nine, if you need a condom,” she said.

“Wait. Which part of the GI tract are we talking about?”
He pushed back his chair. “Wait here.”

The silence stretched.

Instantly she sprang up. “What do you need? I’ll get it.”

“I toss and turn all night anyway,” he said. “With the insomnia.”

“My briefcase.”

Her face closed. “Bad habits, you mean,” she said, sliding off the futon and

“Stay put.”

stalking into the kitchen. He disentangled himself from the blanket, swaying as he
stood up, and followed. Nadia was unpacking the bags, slamming cupboard doors

He’d held the battered case when she’d opened the door last night, a sheepish

as she put groceries away. “I came back between classes. Forget your would-be

smile on his face, as if they were undergrads again and he had come to her room

murderer - you’d have slept through the Last Trumpet.”

to sleep off some indiscretion after the campus pub. He’d owned the case as long

“You said to rest.”
“I know, goddammit.”
He sat. “Nadia, listen.”

“It’s such an arts major’s bag,” she’d tease him when he leaned over her studycarrel in the library sub-basement. “It’s like a man-purse or something.”

“Uh, no.”

“Come to meal-hall,” Jared said, digging his chin into her shoulder.

“Shut up. This - man knows who you are.”

“Can’t. Bring me something?”

“Oh?” She raised an eyebrow. “Who’d he find that out from?”

“Come on.” He squeezed her upper arms.

The dark flush and the bruising combined to turn Jared’s face an ugly color.

Nadia stared at her notebook as something prickled high in her sinuses. If

Nadia smirked and turned back to the groceries.

she’d been alone she would have put her face on the paper and let herself go for a

“How do you get mixed up with these creeps anyway?” she complained.

few minutes, the way she had several times that day, in this remote corner of the li-

“He’s one of my mother’s people.”

brary (how long had Jared looked for her?), because she was as good as failing bio-

Nadia’s anger vanished. “You filed the petition?”

chemistry, and she was hungry, and maybe she didn’t even like biology after all…

“No.”
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as she’d known him.

“A quarter hour,” Jared said.
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“What?”
“I started on the fourth floor, in the periodicals. It took me a quarter hour

Thaler / Symbionts

Then she remembered that wherever he was, she’d given him the guest key, so
he’d be all right. She stretched, shifted onto her other side, and went back to sleep.

to find you, and meal hall’s closing soon.” He slid the briefcase over his shoulder.
It was one of the few nice things he’d hung onto through an adolescence spent in

At ten-thirty the next morning, Nadia returned to the apartment to find all

foster homes, and Nadia knew she’d hurt him by making fun of it. She turned her

the curtains drawn and an extraordinary number of mugs of cold, sweet-smelling

face and breathed through his flannel shirt. A moment later she felt his thumb

tea abandoned on every surface. Jared sat in the kitchen reading Environmen-

smoothing the hair behind her ear; and the nice thing about the library sub-base-

tal Microbiology. She recognized the issue. Her micrograph of bacteriomes, the

ment, she remembered, was that they had some privacy.

symbiont-harboring organs of the tsetse fly, had made the cover.
“Checking on me again?” Jared said. “Or doesn’t anybody work in academia?”

She put the briefcase on the table. He leafed through it and passed her a
glossy printout.
“My MRI. You can see the tumours.”
“God,” she breathed. The dark shadows were packed along the abdominal
wall, so numerous and massive that she opened her mouth doubtfully, then closed
it. He waited until she looked up.
“You said there’s a special diet?”
“For tonight, just mix up a glass of lemon juice with some white sugar. That
will go down easy.”

“Get dressed. I’m taking you to the hospital.”
“What for?”
“Well, I was going to get you on a sugar drip,” she said, emptying a couple of
mugs into the sink, “but lemon juice seems to be working for you.”
In fact, looking at the fresh color in his face, it was tempting to think that
all he’d needed was a few nights’ sleep in a real bed. Even his scowl seemed reenergized.
“Talk sense, Nadia.”
“Not until you put on real pants. Come on.”

“It sounds like some fad detox. You don’t live on that, do you?”

She herded him, grumbling, out to the living room.

He shrugged.

“I ran into an oncologist friend today,” she said.

She licked a little saltwater from the corner of her mouth “It’s so unfair. And

He stopped, one jeans leg still bunched in his hands. “Nadia. Ran into?”

then that bastard beats the shit out of you and you won’t even tell me why.”
“I’m sorry,” he said, pulling the printout gently from her hands.

“The hospital has better microscopes. Anyway. She says your symptoms
sound like nothing she’s heard of, and she wants her pathologist to take a biopsy.”
He sat down, fly still unbuttoned. “No.”

That night, after turning off all the lights, she pulled him out of the futon
again.
“I don’t care if nothing happens, and I don’t care if you toss and turn,” she
said, crawling in beside him under her own covers.
Neither of them was a cuddler, and Nadia wasn’t surprised to wake just before two and find herself detached. But the mattress beside her was cold, adrenaline was flowing through her in dark, brutal pulses, and she couldn’t wake up
enough to figure out why.
Jared had cancer. He was so pale and cold, even when he let himself burrow
his face against her neck. Was that why? A bad man was looking for him, and only

“Oh, and she says to get off your butt and file the petition with Adoptions
Canada, because it’s ridiculous that you have no family history.”
“And you’re satisfied that this was worth risking her life?”
“Risking her - Jared, is this mysterious muttering supposed to impress me?
Because if this isn’t what you wanted, if this isn’t what you were hoping for, then I
ask myself why you came to me in the first place.”
He stared at the floor. After a moment she bunched her fists in front of her
eyes and took a deep breath. “I didn’t mean that. If you tell me to stop I’ll - I’ll try.”
The choked-off laughter nearly escaped him, and she smiled weakly.
“No,” he said, grabbing his jacket. “You’re right. Let’s go.”

that morning Nadia had caught him brushing his teeth with his face turned away
from the mirror. That same self-hate, as if he already considered himself a lost

Jared spent the first ten minutes after they pulled out of the driveway fixing

cause. Tomorrow, if he were still here, she’d make him call the police. Tomorrow -

the sun-visor so the light wouldn’t be in his eyes. As they turned onto the main

but the red figures of the clock never moved, and God, was she awake at all? Had

road he said, “Nadia.”

Jared even been here?
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“Mm?”
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“If I have this biopsy, you have to promise me something too.”
She shifted gears as the traffic picked up. “Go ahead.”
“I just want you to be careful, that’s all. Not walk places alone after dark,
check your car before you get inside, carry a phone.”

Thaler / Symbionts

“That’s the other thing. The door wasn’t forced. It took me ages afterward to
think how he could have gotten in.”
“And?”
“A window on the ravine side. The screen mesh was cut.”

Nadia sniffed.

Nadia considered. “Balcony?”

“That ivory tower doesn’t literally keep out the world, you know. Some biol-

“Nothing but bare brick. I could hardly believe it.”

ogy prof got his throat slit walking across the campus in Waterloo recently.”
Nadia braked rather abruptly for a stop-sign. “Wait. Do you mean John
Beadleman?”

“I can’t believe you wasted time playing detective when someone was trying
to kill you.”
Jared glanced over. Nadia’s eyes were fixed on the road. “You think I was out

“Was that his name?”

of my head,” he said. “I told you he was strong. He lifted me with one hand as if I

“He was my post-doc supervisor, Jared. Don’t pretend you didn’t know that.”

were a rag-doll. I weigh two hundred pounds, Nadia. Climbing out of that ravine,

She glared at him, her foot still jammed on the brake pedal. “I was so messed up

scaling a blank wall, would have been child’s play to him.” He slouched lower. “You

when it happened, I had to take a leave of absence, and you might as well have

don’t believe me.”

been dead for all you tried to contact me.”
One shoulder twitched. “Excuse me if I had other things on my mind.”
Nadia kept glaring. “Is that why you’re here? Did the man who’s after you kill
John?”
He squinted unhappily. “The man who’s after me, Nadia, isn’t actually after

“I believe you’re lucky to be alive,” she said.
“Whatever. I never got a good look at his face, but he had a deep voice, not
singsong, but musical even when he was hitting me. The first thing he said was,
This is for you, child. This is from your mother.”
Nadia’s right hand groped across the clutch, found his, and locked fingers.

me.”

“He had your picture,” Jared continued. “I wanted to protect you, but I - I
Her eyebrows furrowed. She glanced at the mirror and slid out into the inter-

section. “You said he knew who I was, but you never said how.”

what you could be if you didn’t choose weakness?”

“I assume you’re listed on your department website.”

She squeezed his trembling hand. “Jared, it’s okay.”

“So he’s after - endosymbiont microbiologists? Because, sure, I like to think

“Then I woke up feeling like ten kinds of shit, and decided to come find you.

I’m a rock star in my field, but that consists of like, three people. Did I fail some
mafioso’s kid?”
“He never told me.”
“Weird. And if you’re right, I still don’t get how he found you. Okay, we dated,
but we’ve been crap at staying in touch since then.”

Maybe that was stupid.”
“Maybe, but I’m still glad you did.”
“You never saw much use in me, but if I’m around I can at least keep my eyes
open. I know how to worry, even if you don’t.”
She sniffed sceptically, then frowned. “Jared, where were you last night?”

“He said,” Jared said, beginning to chuckle, “that he found me by my smell.”

“I went outside. Walked around your neighbourhood a bit.”

“He did? That creep.”

“You mean like a patrol?”

“He got into my apartment somehow. I was sitting in the kitchen around

“In my head it was like that, yeah.”

two in the morning, because of this insomnia. I’d been surfing the internet, but at

“Did you see anything?”

that point I was just looking out the window, over the ravine behind my building.

“Some cats.”

That’s the strange part, because with the glare of my computer screen I could see

“It makes no sense,” she said. “Microbiologists. Is it the bioweapons angle? I

the kitchen reflected in the pane, the mugs hanging over the sink and everything,

study bloodsuckers. Lots of them are vectors for diseases like malaria and West

and then, without warning, there was a hand around my throat. I must have dozed

Nile.”

off, do you think, not to see him?”
“I think you need to stop lecturing me about safety and get yourself a deadbolt.”
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blacked out. The last thing I remember him saying is, Do you want this? Do you see

“Could a human catch this Wigglesworthia?”
“I keep telling you it’s not a pathogen, and no, the tsetse fly inherits its bacterial community from its mother before birth.”
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“Poor doomed bugger.”
“No, no, no, this isn’t a case of bacteria being icky. Quite apart from amending its blood-based diet, if the fly doesn’t have a bacteriome the embryo doesn’t

Nadia walked to the garbage-bins at the side of the building. There were other
dumpsters in the neighborhood, but she guessed this was something Jared would
have disposed of before he left on his little patrol.

even develop properly. We tried knockout experiments with antibiotics. The re-

She shifted a few bulging, smelly bags and a sheaf of newspaper - her neigh-

sults were - let’s just say it’s a good thing ethics committees don’t usually care

bors, always forgetting to recycle - and found it pushed down the side of the bin: a

about insects.”

wadded flannel shirt. She snagged a sleeve with her fingertips and pulled.

Jared plucked at his jeans. “I can’t tolerate most antibiotics either,” he said
“Yeah?” She looked over at him. “They’re over-prescribed anyway. Here’s the
hospital.”

Bloodstains she expected, having hovered the first night while Jared cleaned
his wounds with toilet paper and tap-water. (“Is it that you think you’re immune
to infected cuts and headaches as well as everything else?” he’d demanded when

Jared made Nadia stay with him instead of letting her sit in the waiting room.

he looked into her mostly empty medicine cabinet.) However, the knife that clat-

“Anything could happen out there,” he said.

tered onto the asphalt between her feet surprised her. It was one of those luxury

Nadia smiled behind his back as she helped tie the tapes of his hospital gown.

chef knives, though maybe not as high-quality as it looked, because someone had

The biopsy needle was as big as a staple gun, but Jared kept his eyes open through-

managed to use it with enough force to bend the blade. It was freshly washed.

out.

Nadia put the knife and shirt to one side and leaned over the bin again. At the
Nadia asked when they would get the results.

bottom there was an empty plastic half-gallon jug that she retrieved with diffi-

“It’s Friday,” the pathologist said. “And I’ve got stacks of bowels and breasts

culty. It had been washed too, but whatever it contained had stained the plastic

lingering on my desk.”
“But it’s not like you have a life, right?”

reddish-brown.
Nadia squatted down in the alley to think, but one can invent an infinite

He laughed and sent them out the door.

number of stories for any three objects, some of them even innocent, and at last

At the apartment, Nadia checked the locks, and brought Jared a pillow so he

she bundled everything back into the bin and went inside.

could lie on the futon again. Then she dragged out a box of exams, marking about
thirty while she ate leftover fish curry.
When she looked at Jared again he seemed peaceful, though now that she

When Jared woke that evening she was sitting in the easy chair, stacks of
marking all around her, smiling at him.
“Watching me sleep, you crazy stalker?” he asked.

knew she would never say healthy. His coloring was the kind that accentuates

“I like having you here,” she said. “It feels right.”

illness: black eyelashes fanned over a green-tinted cheek. She tugged the blanket

He made a face. “Nothing’s right about me, Nadia. Even my cancer is wrong,

up under his chin and retrieved his socks from under the futon, dropping them

isn’t it?”

in her laundry hamper. Since Jared refused to go shopping, she had picked up

“How the hell should I know?”

some things at the drugstore and, with some effort, got his jeans and t-shirt away

“Don’t you know everything?”

from him the first night to run them through the washing machine. Something

“Yes, everything else. Is this more angst about what he said?”

had niggled at her mind as she waited for the clothes-dryer. Something missing,
though she hadn’t had time to pursue it.
Jared seemed deeply asleep. Nadia put on her shoes, went downstairs, and
stood on the front walk.
Did you see anything? Some cats. He must have meant Jenny Gough’s cats, for
the Schmidts never let theirs outside. Today there was no sign of them sunning
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Jared frowned and hit his pillow to give it shape. “I’m thinking about it, yeah.
Someone I never met claimed to know my mother, beat me up and said—anyway,
of course I’m thinking about it.”
Nadia tapped her red pen against the page. “I still think the bastard was saying shit to get a rise out of you. There’s no proof your mother was, I don’t know, in
a gang or something.”

themselves on the driveway, nor of the fat squirrels, nor the ravens in the oak

“I don’t think she was in a gang.” Jared looked thoughtful now, rather than

tree. Cold weather moving in, perhaps: the street as silent as a landscape painting

distressed, and, without meaning to, Nadia shivered and pulled her legs up under

behind a pane of glass.

her on the seat. “I think she was like me,” Jared said.
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“Cancer often has a genetic component,” Nadia said cautiously. She wondered

looking at the wrong page. The glossy image in front of her was a plate from their

whether Jared was thinking that in that case his mother might already be dead -

most recent article. The puffy tube of an insect’s gastric tract was very different from

might have starved to death - but if he wasn’t she didn’t want to suggest it to him.

a human’s coiled viscera, and the bacteriomes - not tumors, but essential organs -

Jared looked at her as if he could see into her head and said, “He was like me

compact and well-defined. She must be loopy to get mixed up like that.

She put the papers away and walked to the living room. “You’re right,” she

too.”
Nadia knew whom he meant. “He had no symptoms,” she snapped. “He
wasn’t emaciated or exhausted or unable to digest anything but lemon juice.”
“No,” Jared said with a strange smile. “He was magnificent. He must have
flowed up that wall. And then he dissolved back into the night like dark mist.”
“He knocked you unconscious and walked out the front door,” Nadia said.
“No dissolving necessary.” Jared looked frustrated, as if she were some dense,

announced, “I’m finished.”
Jared’s eyes flickered from the television to her. She realized she was looming
over him again, like she had earlier that evening. What makes you think you’re
similar to that creep, she’d said, and then her fist had hit the futon cushion half a
centimeter away from his eye. Her own, not-so-hidden monster, the kind that apparently knew when another person is too weak to fight back.

willful child. She surged up, papers slithering off her lap, and slammed her palm

Nadia opened her mouth to excuse herself, but before she could say anything

against the futon beside his head. “Jared. What the hell makes you think you’re

he scooted sideways to make space for her on the cushion. When she sat down he

similar to that creep?”

threw an arm across the back and let her lean against him.

His eyes flickered and his tongue darted out nervously. “Nadia. Jesus.”

It was easy for a thirty-something female academic not to date. Her peers

She let him shove her aside as he floundered to his feet, though it was a feeble

accepted it as normal; and Nadia, who besides the oncologist had many other

push. She sat down again while he went into the kitchen. She had left a jug of

friends, often told herself that nobody ever died from lack of sex. But there was

lemon juice for him on the top shelf of the refrigerator, but though she sat for

something else she hadn’t had since she and Jared used to sit under the stars on

several minutes she never heard the fridge door open.

the library steps after closing, with cold fingers and warm faces, something less
admissible and more necessary: to be forgiven, again and again, for being herself.

Jared stuck his head inside her room sometime after eleven o’clock and said,
“A little late to be working, isn’t it?”
Nadia started and quickly swept the papers on her desk into a pile with some

bed and began searching for a sweatshirt, cursing first quietly, then more loudly as

entomology article on top. She rubbed her eyes to give her heart-rate time to slow.

she realized that the bed she had left was empty. Jared must have gone out again,

“I was hoping the pathologist would call,” she said.

except this time he’d opened all the windows first. She went into the hall, then

“He’s home watching television by now,” Jared said. “You do know what

hesitated as she heard voices.

‘weekends’ are, right?”
“I just—” She gestured to the mess in front of her. “I took all that time off
today. I’m sorry, Jared. If you want to sleep here, I’ll move to the kitchen.”

“—apologize for the dramatic appearance,” a man’s voice said. It was musical, just as Jared had described it, resonating through her apartment as though
the walls were marble, and Nadia’s heart did a quick double-step that she hadn’t

“Nah, it’s still early,” Jared said, and went out again.

known it could do; it felt like being electrocuted. “It seemed irresistible. The wind

Nadia waited until she heard the television before she relaxed. She wasn’t sure

in the oak-leaves. The moon.”

how Jared would react when he found out she’d taken the medical records from

“The balcony,” Jared said. Nadia tried to calm her heart by reassuring herself

his brief case. Possibly he’d laugh or want to know whether she’d made any useful

that he didn’t sound afraid. If anything, she could hear the half-smile in his voice,

progress, and that was exactly what she hadn’t done, unless you considered staring

the click of hidden gears. “The balcony because you can’t actually come into the

at his MRI scan in morbid fascination to be useful. The tumours, or whatever they

apartment, can you? Not while Nadia is alive. Not even if I invited you.”

were, made sinister shapes: earlier she’d felt sure she saw something face-like in

“Would you care to test that theory?” the man asked.

its undulation, though she couldn’t find it now. It was as if they were dark clouds,

“I think I’d choke on the words.”

twisting and mutating under her gaze.

If they were standing on the balcony, then the hall phone was out of their line

Then she checked herself. She couldn’t see the face-like blob because she was
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Nadia woke with a hard, full-body shiver in her icy bedroom. She slid out of

of sight. Nadia picked it up, then hesitated when she remembered that the handset
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beeped whenever a button was pushed. It was foolish; she could barely hear the

Something struck the glass doors of the balcony with a loud crack. Then Jared

sound herself when she wasn’t holding it to her ear, and to a human on the balcony

gasped as if he’d been struck in the stomach. Suddenly it wasn’t a question of forc-

it would be completely inaudible. But Nadia could feel the percussion of her heart,

ing her legs to move. Nadia was in the living room instantaneously, as if she’d been

the dizziness, the loosening of her bowels; she cataloged the unfamiliar sensations

transported there. Two figures struggled on the balcony threshold, the man’s fists

with growing wonder, and meanwhile she stood, frozen.

hammering against Jared’s brittle chest while Jared clawed at his neck, trying to

“I think after all, the resemblance is very slight,” the man said. “Your mother
was a stunning specimen, poised between fire and mercury. She carried herself
like a fencer, not like a soiled puppy.”

grasp him by the throat and panting out, despite everything, “Tell me where she
is. Tell me right now, or I’ll rip your head from your shoulders.”
“Jared,” Nadia said, so that he would know that she was there, with him. Then

“Did she kill people?” Jared asked.

she slammed her shoulder, with all of her weight, against the stranger’s body. She

“She didn’t feed on defenseless cats,” he said scornfully.

hardly expected it to have much effect, but his extraordinary senses, whatever

Muffling the handset with her sleeves, Nadia punched 911 before she could

they were, must have been focused on Jared, because he staggered in surprise.

get herself more worked up. She smothered the operator’s voice against her stom-

Jared, released from the rain of blows, yanked her away, a gesture that irritated

ach. Now it’ll be ten minutes at most, she thought. As long as Jared doesn’t do

Nadia as much as she was touched by it.

anything stupid like bring up Dr. Beadleman’s death.
Jared had other things on his mind. “You’re like me,” he said. “You have what
I have. So why aren’t you sick?”

Instead of coming up swinging, the man caught himself against the railing.
“She’s left you behind,” he said, smiling. “So very far behind.”
Jared hit him in the jaw with all the strength in his wasted body. The man

“It’s not a sickness,” the other man said. He was amused again.

barely flinched; but at that instant there was a loud crack. The rusted metal had

“A symbiosis, whatever. Nadia tried to explain it to me. It’s making me sick,

given way. His arms flew up, and Nadia had a confused impression of vast, black

anyway. I don’t have a pancreas anymore. I don’t have bile-ducts, and there’s some-

wings before she thought, A cape, how typical. And that was all she saw, because

thing weird going on with my small intestine.”

in another of those uncontrollable, unwelcome physical reactions, her eyes had

The weariness in Jared’s voice chilled Nadia’s blood. She longed to go to him,
and couldn’t. Because of this goddamned physical reaction, she had to keep her
trembling legs locked or else she would fall over.
“Do I lose that next?” Jared was saying. “Is that how this works?”
“No,” the man said. “The next thing you lose will be your fear.”

closed until she heard the sound of an impact three floors below.
That was when, finally, Jared screamed. When her eyes opened the first thing
she saw was a stripe of blood over his chin where he’d bitten his tongue.
“You—before he could—you let him escape.”
Some corner of Nadia’s brain tried to understand that, and the pronouns

Nadia heard a faint clank. Jared must have backed away, striking one of her

Jared had used earlier, and realized (curious that one can feel hurt at such a time)

folding metal chairs, but she could hear no particular threat in the stranger’s voice

that Jared had never been asking about her safety, but always about his mother.

as he continued.

But her thoughts arrived through a cottony paralysis.

“The next thing after that will be your shame,” he said, “which is only the fear

“Jared, I think he’s dead,” she blurted, and dashed to the hallway to jam on

of yourself. Then you will stand up and look around for the first time in your life.

her shoes. Jared just stood there, very white. Right before she opened the door, she

You will see things you never saw before, hear things, smell—”

stabbed a finger towards him. “Sit down,” she ordered, in a good semblance of her

“What are you doing?” Jared demanded, voice sharp through the weariness.
“You came here for answers,” the man said; and if Nadia had been motionless,
now she was stone-still, because the voice was moving closer. “You thought the
scientist could help you. I will show you what her science is good for.”

usual voice. “And don’t move.”
He sat, but his eyes were strange.
Nadia’s neighbor, Jenny Gough, stood on her first-floor balcony with a winter
coat over her pajamas. Her cats were gone, Nadia remembered, thinking of the

“You can’t go in there,” Jared said doggedly. “You haven’t been invited.”

freshly-washed knife in the garbage bin. I wonder if she’ll ever find out. “What was

The man’s laugh rolled around the apartment like a pebble in a mausoleum.

that noise?” Mrs. Gough asked.

“Deluded child,” he said. “What do you imagine that I am?”
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“He climbed onto my balcony, he attacked us,” Nadia said, rattling off the
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story she would have to give in a few minutes to the police and paramedics.
“What, him?” Mrs. Gough exclaimed.
Men who fall from balconies do not swoop away as bats; or if they do, there is
something they must leave behind. Nadia went toward the little heap of clothing
on the sidewalk. She had about a minute, certainly not more. Already, sirens were
approaching from the road on the other side of the buildings. That was good. The
sooner this was over, the sooner she could return to Jared. She hated to think what
must be going through his mind, alone in her cold apartment. She could hear her
balcony door knocking against the frame, rattled by the same wind that was tossing the oak leaves, but Jared must be too despondent to get up and latch it.
She twitched aside the cape, which had flown over the face. Then stopped.
“I don’t understand,” Mrs. Gough quavered.
The creature that had tracked them by their smell, that had climbed onto
her balcony and nearly killed Jared, had deep-socketed eyes and bony cheeks. It
had loose, wrinkled skin. With growing horror, Nadia burrowed through the dark
folds of cloth to its wrist, and felt the bones, fragile as two twigs.
She thought, I could have snapped these with my fingers. And again, He’s so
tiny, I could have picked him up by the throat and throttled him, though she had
never before thought of doing that to a living being, least of all a shrivelled, halfstarved body like the one in front of her. The mere image filled her with shame.
Justify yourself to this, she had once told a summer intern whose tenderness
extended even to the deformed tsetse fly larvae that came into the world and died
without their symbionts. But in the apartment upstairs, Nadia’s only justification
was not slumped in despair as she had thought, but was standing up, beginning
to listen and look around him. Was leaving the ratty blanket on the floor (and the
place in her gut, where some vital organ had been).
The lights of the first police car appeared around the corner. There were
seconds left to try to understand, and then there wasn’t even that. A strong gust
rattled the balcony door above her, but Nadia no longer thought that Jared would
go and latch it, even had she supposed that he was still there.
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Oil on repurposed works on paper, 40” x 50” (2011)

Archival digital print, 11” x 11”
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Quarry
T.E. Winningham III

I

throw a rock. Send the thing skittering across other rocks and loose gravel
into the clumps of tall grass. Overhand, then another and another like free
grenades. They clack-clack-clack off into the distance, sounding good to
me ‘cause the rifle is fake and I’m too old to make pow-pow mouth noises.
The PB&J I had for lunch still feels stuck in my throat, I ate too fast to chew. Had
to bolt out of the house before Mom could stop me with chores or questions.
Almost fell off my bike locking the brakes, and stashing it by the side of the road,
snagged my shirtsleeve on the same barb in the fence that always gets me. At least
they can’t say I missed them.
So what’s the point of these matching watches with the green webbing straps
and glow-in-the-dark numbers if no one’s going to be here on time anymore? We
rendezvous at 1300 hours sharp. Or used to, anyway. Cody and Stevie are a little
later everyday. Cody’s oldest brother, who’s a cop, says 15 minutes early is on time;
on time is late; late and don’t bother showing up. I guess nobody freaking listens to
cops anymore since here I am, alone. They can’t pull the bullshit seek-and-destroy
thing again, either, and I don’t need the practice anyway. It’s just hide-and-seek
and I find them every time. Summer’s almost over so it’s a total kick in the teeth
that they’re wasting it, and Stevie and I start high school this fall. In a week and
a half, actually. Cody’s been there since last year already and it changed him. His
hair’s grown shaggy, Stevie’s a little too, and he started teasing me about my buzz
cut like he wasn’t the one who did it first. He was the first to try smoking cigarettes, too, pinched like darts in his fingers and these little kissing puffs on the tip.
He looks a lot more natural with cigarettes now. And he’s a lot harder to wrestle,
too, after his growth spurt. He’s wiry and long, floppy-like all over himself but man
he’s got a reach now. Stevie makes up about ¾ of a Cody, in all his old Black Flag
and Dead Kennedys T-shirts. I think Cody just doesn’t want to be the youngest of
his brothers; he let’s Stevie be practically part of his family.
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This is our rally-point. A shallow trench dug at the beginning of summer
with folding shovels from the surplus store. A little hill of packed clay to rest your
head against, some shade and cover under an almost dead tree in an otherwise
unclaimed field. Out to the east, factory buildings sit at the center of trucks moving like lines of ants. Beyond them the limestone quarry, like an inverted city,
builds downward each night. Dynamite blasts I hear even at home in bed. Behind
me, a line of trees and the hole we cut in the chain-link fence. To the right, hard
mud dried in the mold of bulldozer treads and earth in piles sometimes 20 feet
high, some with sheer faces like cliffs, and one I sprained an ankle jumping from
on a dare. To the left, somewhere, a piece of plywood painted with a big red bull’seye. We got these huge cardboard tubes from a dumpster behind the carpet store
by my house, cut them down to bazooka-size. Some model rocket engines and
empty pop cans, a little creative wiring with the triggers and duct tape, and we had
our own RPGs. With them on our shoulders, we fired and fired but never came
close to the target. Cans spiraled everywhere.
The sun soaks its way into the stiff ground and my jeans feel like fire; to fit
into the shade I gotta curl up fetal like in a foxhole. Incoming.
Last year Stevie’s granddad sat in his kitchen dying slower than anyone in
his family expected. When they finally put him in a home, Stevie’s dad gave me
and Cody $20 each to carry boxes from the elder Mr. Calman’s over to Stevie’s.
The old man stayed hunched over on a stool the whole time, hands on his knees
and wheezing. The entire house was rigged with shower-curtain rods and rings, a
railroad of oxygen tubing. He watched TV but looked toward the basement door
whenever we came up or went down. The packing and schlepping stopped when
we found the rifle. I found it, really, but Stevie grabbed it and I suppose it’s his by
right. He put it to his shoulder and pointed it just about every direction. Then
Cody took it and pretended to bayonet me in the stomach and I doubled over.
Before my turn came those shower rings thundered upstairs. From the top
of the steps the old man called down in the slowest, raspiest voice I’ve ever heard.
“What’s taking you boys. So long. Down there?”
We went right up and helped him back to his seat. He took the rifle from
Stevie and after a minute took the tubing out of his nose. He turned the rifle over
a few times and ran a hand along the wood, opened the bolt and closed it, and he
exhaled as if he was blowing up a balloon. Stevie helped wrap the oxygen tube
around all the places it’s supposed to go and leaned in close to adjust it perfect in
each nostril.
“In ’43 all the real guns went to Europe. And the Pacific. Just to wash up on
beaches. In Basic we had these. Treated ‘em as the real deal. I went to the firing
range with it… slept with it… shit with it… everything.” Stevie took it back out of
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Mr. Calman’s hands as a cough rolled through him. He looked at me then, when
he’d recovered. “Her name is Anna,” he said. Outside by the van, Stevie promised
to stash the rifle somewhere for us later. Find of the year.
M1903 Springfield. Bolt-action, .30-06 caliber, 5 round internal box magazine, 44 7/8” long, 8 lbs 11 oz, 2,700 fps muzzle velocity. Or would, anyway, if it
weren’t fake. The internal magazine was a real crap design idea. The bullets came
in stripper clips: five rounds clipped together to press down into the magazine at
once. The problem was the last round made a loud metal ping as it ejected, announcing to God and everyone you were out of ammo. So you got killed while you
reloaded. A common trick was to whack yourself in the helmet with something
metal to make the sound, before your last bullet, then shoot whoever left his cover
to shoot you. The other problem was with the sniper version: the scope got in the
way so stripper clips couldn’t be used at all and you just sat there forever loading
bullets one at a time. We picked up a cheap scope at the surplus store and screwed
a mount for it down into the wood. There’s no room for bullets anyway so it’s fine.
There’s also a place on the barrel to attach a bayonet but we haven’t found one that
fits yet. There’s no reason to bring it out here, except to hold and run with and
sometimes fight over, but I like it.
This was just before Thanksgiving when we got it, just before the dumbass
Pilgrims and Indians day at school we had to dress up for. I hate Junior High so
much. Stevie put some feathers in an Adidas headband so that left me to be a Pilgrim. They always had guns and big buckles on their stupid black hats; I didn’t try
to find a buckle or a hat but I did ask Stevie for the Springfield. I wish I could have
seen the playground from above before we went inside. Must’ve looked like swimming concentric circles the way everybody crowded around and backed away in
waves. Like Cody’s lava lamp. Hands were everywhere and Stevie wouldn’t let go
of the rifle, his chest puffed out and head up and pleased with himself for once. I
hardly laid a finger on it until we filed in for homeroom. Then everyone else got to
go sit down while I had to stay in the hall talking with Ms. Amery.
Ms. Amery’s blonde and nice and oh so much better than that blaze-orange
haired evil bat she replaced. I wish she replaced for good but she’s only subbing
while Evil Bat gets a toe amputated for diabetes, I think. So there, in the empty hall
Ms. Amery took me by the arm a little ways from the classroom door, my sneakers squeaking and her heels clicking on the linoleum. She smelled like expensive
flowers and I could tell her usual smile was trying to come through. I’d already
told her first thing it was fake, but when she let go of my arm she asked again.
“No, Ms. Amery, I told you it’s not real.”
“Show me how,” she said.
“You serious?” I mean, I didn’t think she’d be interested.
“Show me the difference between this and a real gun.”
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I worked the bolt open, the metal slide echoing, and held it up inspectionstyle for her. “See, there’s no magazine inside.”
She stepped back, not interested after all, I guess. So I flipped it around to
show her the barrel. Her hand went to the open top buttons of her blouse and I
think fingers touched skin there. “The barrel’s not even hollow.” I pointed it up
for her to look but she wouldn’t. How was I supposed to show her if she wouldn’t
look?
Thinking back, I doubt she knew what “magazine” even meant but I didn’t
have the chance to ask. She said she believed me but took me down to the principal anyway. She didn’t want the other kids to get upset, she said, which seemed
pretty thoughtful of her but did put me in a load of hot water when my folks got
there to take me home.
The wind picks up, cool on the sweat that’s come already. I can’t even sit still
without sweating in the summer, and they’re still not here. 1407 hours. Imagine
that factory is an enemy position. Depth perception isn’t a personal strength, so
I’m only guessing it looks like 800 yards. Beyond the range of the M1903 but well
within that of the M24 Sniper Weapons System. It’s all pretend anyway. The SWS,
built on the Remington 700, is bolt-action so it’s not that different, except so badass I can barely stand it. The .308 round is accurate out to 1,000 yards, and with
the Leupold Mk. 4 10x scope instead of this second-hand piece of shit the factory’s
access ladders and catwalks, the usual patrol routes, would look a whole lot bigger. About 6x bigger. The most stable shooting position is prone, belly down on
the dirt. The M24 SWS also has a Harris folding bipod but we don’t have money
for that one or any other. I put my cheek where the stock is stained dark with Mr.
Calman’s sweat and the oils of his face. He’s still hanging in there at the nursing
home last I heard. For all I know rattling the bed rails, calling out nurse all night
long, like my own grandfather did. Unfair as hell, to go through WW-freaking-II
and actually make it. To kill and prove yourself and change the world only to lie
in a bed with the rot inside reeking on your breath. I didn’t like visiting, never
wanted to get close but the smell was the whole room. At the funeral nothing felt
like anything but I remember how clean he looked, finally.
Eye relief is a pain in the ass with girlishly thick lashes. Too close, nothing but
strands of hair like looking through prison bars; too far and it’s a black circle with
a slit of target down the middle, a cat’s eye in reverse. For me it’s a lot of adjusting
and blinking. The factory exterior is all clear, of course, this is a workday not a
war. Focusing instead on the road, I track a gravel truck hauling away it’s share of
the quarry. A day cab and trailer—I wanted to be a truck driver real bad when I
was little. They pass through town past the school all day. So cool, how the torque
rocks the whole cab when the clutch is let out, the CB radio cord swinging against
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the windshield, and the plumes of brown smoke from the stacks.
The cab jumps in the magnification and it’s hard to keep the reticle where I
think it needs to be. There are two ways to lead: aim at a fixed position ahead of
the target and fire when it reaches the right spot; aim a fixed distance ahead of
the target and move with it. Snipers learn to consciously slow their pulse, same
as biathletes. Exhale slowly until the end of the breath, wait for the beat between
heartbeats, squeeze the trigger. Imagine a 150 grain bullet sent from the chamber
here next to my cheek down the barrel and through the windshield there landing
center-mass in the driver. Reminds me of the look a kicked dog gives you. Or
maybe pushing someone off a train platform for no reason. Never saw it coming
but you knew the whole time. Ms. Amery called that Dramatic Irony. You get two.
After the first shot they know you’re out here somewhere, after the second they
know direction. If there’s a third they’ll triangulate your position. The truck rolls
out of sight, leaving a wall of dust in its wake. Relocate.
Walking along the low hills, the grey dusty ground covers my sneakers and
jeans. It smudges like war paint over my skin. A march without objective. Back by
the fence, a wisp of smoke near the tree line like God’s own finger points down out
of the sky. Sons of bitches. The rifle goes to my shoulder and my eye to the scope.
And sure enough, there’s Cody smoking a cigarette.
I hit the deck. They’re lying side-by-side together propped up on their elbows, hiding. Ridiculous. Cody blows out a thin stream of smoke and flicks his
ash, Stevie says something to which Cody slaps him in the chest with the back of
his free hand. They let themselves fall to the ground, out of view, laughing about
something. The sniper low crawl looks like Superman flying except you’re flat on
your face, pushing forward with your toes. The opposite of flying then, I guess,
plus it’s really hard to get anywhere. You see the medium crawl a lot in movies
since it’s so close to the infantry’s low crawl. I hold the rifle out in front and wiggle
forward with arms and knees. I’m maybe 30 yards away when Cody stands and
takes a piss, with Stevie presumably still right there. Lame. I’d punch him in the
dick if he tried to piss with my lying there but Stevie always just takes whatever. At
25 yards I stop and lie flat, listening.
I can’t hear anything. If you let all the air out before you whisper it doesn’t
make that whispering sound. I bet they’re planning some big shocking practical
joke like letting the air out of my bike tires again. Not that I have anything better
for when I get up there. Either jump out and scare them or just ask why they’re all
the way over here. Act mad or just leave it, I don’t know. At 15 yards there’s some
shooshing and I stop dead in my tracks. Then real loud, “What’re you doing out
there, tubby?” Cody’s a bastard sometimes.
“You look like a crab!” Stevie, too. They’re both standing in a hurry, looking
embarrassed for not catching me sooner.
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“More like he’s got crabs,” Cody again.
I rise up to a kneeling position, “Whatever. Where were you guys?”
“We’ve been here the whole time. Where the fuck have you been? I mean, me,
personally, I don’t give a shit but Stevie’s all kinds of worried about you. You know
how he gets, why would you do that to him?” Cody’s full of his own joke.
“You’re supposed to be back at the trench,” I check my watch, “an hour and
a half ago.”
Cody looks down at Stevie, who’s brushing fingers through his hair.
“Oh our bad, dude, we thought we were meeting here today,” Stevie says.
Cody nods.
“We never meet here. Nevermind. So what’re you guys doing?”
“Waiting for you.”
“Don’t be a jerk, Cody,” I close the distance and we all sit.
Cody starts laughing, “You just sat in my piss!”
“No I didn’t. You’re an idiot, I can see it over there,” pointing, “it’s all wet right
there.”
Cody doesn’t stop, and Stevie’s chuckling, too. They go on and on about peewee and wetting the bed, and the riffs get less realistic from there. All the while
there’s nothing to do but sit glaring at the puddle of mud that’s so obviously not
underneath me.
Stevie asks Cody for a cigarette, breaking the momentum.
“When did you start smoking, Stevie?”
“Shut up,” he says, putting it to his mouth, his lips barely on the stupid thing.
Cody holds out a lighter in both hands, protecting the flame, then lights his own.
Stevie hacks.
“You’ve never smoked before,” I say.
“Shut up,” Cody says. And we sit in the quiet for a while.
Looks like I’m the only one who’s bored. “It’s almost three o’clock guys, let’s do
something. I have to be home soon.”
“Go home, then,” Cody says, “if you’re so tired of hanging out with us.”
“I just want to do something. This is boring.”
“Alright, you wrestle Steven here and win, we’ll go ‘do something.’ And no gay
shit, last time you tried to fuck him. See Stevie, I’m looking out.” Stevie’s blushing,
and Cody cracks a smile.
“Fine.” I’m gonna destroy him, “let’s go.”
I don’t usually bum-rush people. It’s a good way to get yourself into a headlock, but Stevie’s just standing there looking everywhere except at me so I can’t
resist. My shoulder goes straight into his stomach and I’m practically running
over him as we both go to the ground. Cody shouts. Stevie flips over, grabs my
legs, he wraps me up and climbs on top. He pins me, straddling my waist, and
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swings a lot but he’s a weakling. Fighting on the ground sucks. You have to bend
your legs and get your knees up, then kick out against the ground. Called Trap &
Roll, your hips buck and the roll sends the other person flying. Especially when
they’re as light as Stevie. I only get in a couple of hits before he pulls me down by
the collar of my shirt. We tumble for a bit before I’m on top again. I get in a good
one that connects with his chin, he gurgles and gags on some saliva caught in his
throat for a second. He looks bug-eyed at me, blinking. If he doesn’t look then to
his left I would never turn to see Cody coming. But he does, and I do, and that just
means I turn into the kick.
Cody got me, I admit it. My eye socket feels like it imploded.
“Looks like a loss to me,” Cody says.
Stevie stands and spits, dabs the blood on his chin. “What the fuck?”
My head’s ringing, “I’m fine, Stevie, relax.”
“No, asshole, you. I’m bleeding! Get outta here or you’re dead.”
They circle around me while I walk over to where the rifle is, dusting myself
off. I pick it up and break out. I leave them shouting, waving their arms, making a
scene. They’ll never catch me.
Running is the Zen full-retreat from the damned world. As soon as I get
home from school every day I change clothes and bolt out the door. Marine
Corps cadences in the headphones block out everything, they’re so background
and mindless. I’m not fast but I keep going. Around and around the same couple
blocks by my house, the same guys on the porches, waving or raising beers. The
complete lack of variety puts me right back into my own head. I barely hear the
chanting songs until, always suddenly, I realize I’m singing along.
			
Take it on the left foot,
			
The good foot,
			
The motivated left foot.
			
A .45 and a K-Bar
			
By my side,
			
Shooting and a stabbin’,
			
These are the tools
			
That’ll make men die.
			
Your Corps, my Corps!
			
Our Corps, hard core!
Most people, being right-handed, exhale as they come down on their right
foot, which compresses their liver and gives them the Stitch - that pain deep in
your right side. The repetition of Left, Left, Left counteracts that natural tendency
in a helpful brainwashing way.
My eye is puffy and the sweat stings, dripping over my brow. Must be a cut.
My knees ache and ankles give on the uneven ground. Running and singing. Run81
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ning and yelling. One mile, no good/ Two mile, a gettin’ better/ Drill Instructor, Drill
Instructor where you at?/ Come on out and motivate me! Finally lungs fill my chest
as though I’ve never really drawn breath before. And time works like a slinky,
totally in the moment but stretched out - the way it feels trying to stay awake on
Christmas Eve. But you have to sleep, and can’t run forever. Mile one, just for fun/
Mile two, just for you/ Mile three, just for me/ Mile four, give me more!
When you stop, walking with your arms raised lifts your ribcage and helps
catch your breath. But that looks like surrender. I let myself collapse up against
some large rocks, worn out but not beat, covered in dust and sweat and there’s
blood on my shirt. The collar’s ripped. I can usually orient myself in relation to the
factory, but I know I’ve never been here before and the sun seems on the wrong
side of the sky. I will get Cody back for this, I swear. For turning Stevie against me,
for being an arrogant ass. Fucking high school. Imagine him out in the distance.
I take up a kneeling shooting position, sort of like Indian-style if one leg were
raised, rifle out and elbow supported on a knee. I’m still breathing heavy, but that’s
good practice, too, slowing yourself down after running. I picture Cody in the
crosshairs. They call headshots “pink mist” ‘cause that’s what they look like in the
scope. It’s the crunch of stones that first catches my attention. I take cover and lie
still, waiting. Sounds like just one of them. Stevie must’ve gone home to cry and
let Cody do his dirty work.
When I turn it’s not the navy blue, not the badge, not his face that I see but
only the long hollow darkness leading down the barrel of a shotgun. But I already
turned. And fast. I was already ready to turn around and rush Cody, knock him
to the ground. This is just a misunderstanding. I was only going to give him one
for that kick in my head. Tell him he can’t bully me anymore if he’s not a real
friend. Tell him to let Stevie do what he wants—he was my friend first, since like
third grade, since before Cody ever moved here. That’s all. But it’s not Cody that I
turned around and leapt at, and I never dropped the Springfield. The cop’s mouth
looks like it’s starting to open, but there’s no sound yet. My hands just didn’t let go
of it. That’s why police won’t hold anything in their gun hand, adrenaline makes
it impossible to let go. His body tenses and has that moving-in-every-directionat-once look, the one you get riding your bike toward someone when you both go
right, then both go left, then both what? That look.
My chest feels hollow like a wind’s whipping around in there. Mom’s here,
holding my hand. There’s a tapping at my temple like pebbles on a window and
Dad’s here, too. My left side stings bad, the smell of singed hair is stuck in my
nose and I’m in a hospital. I got shot. As if that wasn’t enough already, I got shot
with a beanbag. Riot Control Round, non-lethal ordinance. Fucking bag of beans.
They’re telling me my heart stopped. Same as those kids you hear about getting hit
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with baseballs. The cop got a defibrillator from his car and zapped me with it, the
burn is what’s stinging. The flutter shakes are some electrical shit in my heart. I’m
very lucky, this doctor’s saying, since police are trained to do CPR first on children
and I would still be dead. Actually he just says “in this case CPR wouldn’t have
been effective.” Instead I’m going to have to see Stevie again soon. And fucking
Cody, too, in school. I’ll only be in the hospital long enough for some tests, he
says, but I kind of want to stay here longer. They’ll get me home as soon as they
can, he says, but there might be pills. Probably pills. If there are, they’re forever.
I’ll have specialists and appointments for he hasn’t said how long. It’s all “concern” and “precautions” so far, which I don’t like at all. I guess I died, but nobody
seems to think it’s important that I have no idea what my life will be like now. A
fat guy in scrubs unlocks the wheels on my bed, rolls me out of the emergency
room, drops me off in another room three floors up and locks the wheels. There
are cartoon drawings on all the walls and bowls of suckers on the desks, happy
colors and lots of plants. A nurse comes in, she has a stuffed lion thing around
the stethoscope hanging from her neck. “Get some sleep,” she says, and pushes a
syringe of something into my IV. I sleep.
I’m trying to stay asleep. Better than watching TV or listening to the kid in
the next bed coughing. I’m in the newspaper. The Get Well cards start coming on
the third day, Mom tapes them to the sides of my bed. I can’t see them there but
I know at least two are from her. Dad brought some of my books to cheer me up.
He must’ve grabbed whatever he saw in my room, there’s no way he could know
they’re all the wrong ones now. US Army Survival Manual, Guerilla Warfare and
Special Forces Operations, Sniper Training and Employment, and a few others.
Some tests they bring to me, others they take me to. They don’t let me walk
on my own here, only on the treadmill hooked up to a dozen wires and even
then they won’t let me run. I feel fine other than a little tired, but I get pushed
everywhere in a wheelchair. All the nurses and doctors write lots of notes, none
of them let me see what they say. Sometimes I think I’m going to throw up. When
that happens I give all my food to my roommate, who’s OK but his coughs are
annoying. He says he’s from downstate, just here to visit the hospital. He wipes
something from his mouth, “I came here on a helicopter,” he says. I tell him that’s
really awesome.
They send me home with pills.
At home it’s like I’m grounded except when you’re grounded friends call to
see when you won’t be grounded anymore. I don’t want to go anywhere, anyway.
I watch TV with Mom during the day, her niceness reminds me how wrong everything is. When she goes to bed I read her romance novels from the library. I’m
farther through all of them than she is.
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High school is big and makes my head confused - there are so many halls.
We don’t even have a homeroom anymore, only a locker that won’t unlock and not
nearly enough time to get from it to my first class. There’s a color coding system
at work here, different sections of the building are all one color, the carpet, walls,
lockers, doors. But I can’t figure out the code. I got as far as Red = Science. This
backpack hasn’t been this heavy ever, the straps keep slipping loose and the whole
thing hangs and shifts awkwardly. By the time I get to class the room is full, I’m
out of breath, and the door is in the front of the room where everyone is looking.
I make little feints like I’m moving toward a seat but I don’t see any empty ones
at first. My whole morning is like that. I probably shouldn’t have worn all black
today, people keep staring.
There are three sections of lunch: A at 11:15; B at 11:45; I’m in C at 12:15 and
really hungry. Man up, it’s just a food court like at a mall. There’s different lines
for each kind of food but it’s hard to see what kind unless you’re at the front of
the line. The doctor said I shouldn’t eat anything with too much fat or sodium but
how the hell am I supposed to know what that is here? Cody’s at one of the long
tables talking to some older kids I’ve never seen before. Stevie’s there, too. Haven’t
talked to him since, though I really haven’t been out of the house either. Cody
waves me over. “Dude, we haven’t seen you since you got blasted,” the older kids
smile, “have a seat.”
Stevie slides over to make room; Cody introduces me to the others. They’re
eating pizzas and nachos, chips, puddings, and I sit down with a turkey sandwich
and milk. I say hi to Stevie. “Hey,” he says, sipping his pop. They’re talking about
the girls they hung around with over the summer, this fall’s football team and the
quarterback’s welcome-back party this weekend. When they get to talking about
classes there’s a space to join the conversation.
“You have Greenly for History?” Cody makes a gun with his fingers, points it
at me. “Get ready ‘cause your life is over. He’s brutal,” he says.
“That’s not funny,” I say. One of the older kids who’s name I’ve already forgotten gets up for another pop or dessert or something.
I make it through the rest of lunch and one more period, with only two to
go, before I notice people laughing. Kid with a letterman jacket and acne, black
hairs growing over his lip like a mustache points at me. The two girls next to him
smile and wave and they’re beautiful. They turn around giggling. After that I think
everything’s directed at me. A girl pointing directions down the hall, clusters of
kids telling jokes. Even a slammed locker causes me to turn around and, head
turned back over my shoulder, I walk straight into a mountain of football player.
He gets mad and pushes me a couple times, then sees something on his hands and
gets even more mad before cracking up. He wipes his hands on my shirt. In the
bathroom mirror I see it’s nacho cheese, and it’s smeared all down my back. That
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kid who got up from the table. Son of a bitch, and wiping it with paper towels
somehow only turns the stain green. I don’t go to History. I stay in the bathroom
sitting in a stall until the bell rings. 2:00 pm English. I run for the classroom to be
the first one there. Lightheaded, the empty room wobbles, I sit in the back corner, I don’t want to talk to anyone ever again. I put my head on the desk, it’s cool
against my cheek.
My backpack’s open on the floor next to me when I wake. The room’s full but
quiet, everyone’s writing in notebooks. My English book is missing from my bag;
I’m too tired to care. I wipe the place on my desk where I drooled in my sleep and
wipe that on my jeans, check my face, put my head back down. That book was $60,
Dad’s gonna be pissed. “OK, that’s enough,” a familiar voice says, “would anyone
like to share what they’ve written?” A girl in the front row reads, I can’t follow
what she’s saying at all. Then another, the same.
“Thank you,” it’s Ms. Amery, last year again in a fog, saying we’ll read a story
aloud. I lift my head a little and yes, yes, it’s her. She has a lily in her hair. I want
to raise my hand, I want to do whatever we’re supposed to do but my arm won’t
move for me. I’m sorry for sleeping, sorry for getting shot. Sorry for that cop, too,
I think. Must’ve sucked for him, I mean he probably thought he was just going
to knock me down, then for me to keel over like that. I see myself in that field, a
kid with a gun who jumps up all of a sudden and I’d do the same thing I’m pretty
sure. I think I’d feel real bad after, but I’d shoot a kid if it meant I could go home.
The room is so quiet. The guy saved my life. Killed me first, but saved my life. Ms.
Amery calls on me, I’ve never heard her sound mean before, “If it’s not too much
trouble to join us, would you mind reading for the class? Starting on page 23.” I
raise my head from the desk again, look down into my bag at my missing book, go
into a long tunnel alone as the room fades.
“Are you all right?” she asks, so of course everyone turns around.
“Um. Ms. Amery, I’m sorry but I don’t have my book with me.” A preppylooking kid a row over sniggers, at least I know which smartass took it. I sit up as
straight as I can, “Maybe if I could borrow someone’s?”
“Sarah, do you mind?” Ms. Amery says, leaning against the table at the front
of the room. Sarah turns around, passes her book back to me, her eyes bright and
her nose freckled and Ms. Amery’s cross but I keep thinking I can make this OK.
After class she’s almost yelling. Not putting up with this, on the first day no
less, she says. Maybe if I could’ve gotten a doctor’s note Ms. Amery would understand, but my specialist says I’m only depressed, even though that isn’t really his
specialty. It’s going to be a long year together, she says, but I don’t think so. I think
it’s going to go too fast all of a sudden. I think Ms. Amery’ll like me soon; I think
I’ll be the best student she’s ever had.
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Dickey’s Deliverance
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every night I wonder if tonight’s the night. the night that I’m the pretty porcelain
deer on the shelf who gets smashed by the hammer that’s usually tucked away
in the toolshed. eyes wide and tail pert, crumbling like old bark. I rarely read novels
cause I can’t handle endings: jane doe closing the door to her summer home to let
autumn in. jane doe’s loose ended affair with the neighbor. jane doe, I’m really gonna
miss you after page 193. body, one day I will leave you on earth and I might look over
you in my sanctum and think about how I scraped you up, bike tearing through gravel,
ankle throbbing and bloodied. how I fed you, on the bottom bunk, hungrier
than a schoolgirl. when they sling that fat hook at me, I can’t just keep slinking off
toward the coral reef. I’ll have to bite it someday. feel the cool, hard steel splice into me.
and I’ll put up a fight at first, I’ll breathe real deep and kick at the net and try to wriggle
over to base. I’ll never be ready, but you’ll take me and the algae and the fawn along with you.
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“Myths reach out of the past to cripple,
incapacitate, or stroke down the living.”
–Richard Slotkin1

T

he Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), a major initiative of the New
Deal and today the nation’s largest public power provider, began construction on the Norris Dam in 1933.2 Before its completion three
years later, the dam had displaced 3,000 families and 5,000 gravesites,
the latter notably having served as “evidence of the continuity of [residents’] own
existence, proof of the permanency of the past, and an irrefrangible link to their
collectively shared communal and familial memories.”3 The spatial and temporal
rupturing caused by the dam provides a historical point of entry into James Dickey’s 1970 novel Deliverance, the plot of which hinges on anticipation of similar
ruptures to come.4 Dickey’s novel, and the 1972 film by the same name, relates the
story of four Atlanta businessmen – Ed, Lewis, Bobby, and Drew – who embark
on a canoe trip in the North Georgia wild in order to behold the fictional Cahulawassee River before it is flooded and dammed “like in the old TVA days.”5 Similarly, the novel is brought to a close under the specter of the TVA, when the men
spy a stack of disinterred coffins in a rural cemetery and still more being heaved
from the ground in preparation for the flooding. With reminiscences of the TVA
bookending the novel, Deliverance stands to query the dictum that those who can-
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not remember the past are condemned to repeat it, for it is precisely in recalling
the past that the men reproduce it.6
Michel de Certeau writes that “any autonomous order is founded upon what
it eliminates,” giving rise to a “‘residue’ condemned to be forgotten at the moment
of its own production.”7 As the haunted folklore of the southern hill counties attests,8 this residue always resurfaces, re-infiltrating the clean and modern present with its “wild,” its “obscene,” its “filth,” inscribing the “law of the other” from
“within the walls of the residence.”9 In Deliverance, the law of the other is loosed
across the remote Georgia landscape when Bobby is sodomized at gunpoint and
his assailant is in turn shot and killed by Lewis. Presciently connecting the brutality of this encounter with that of industrialization, Lewis states in the film’s
opening, “They’re gonna rape this whole landscape. They’re gonna rape it,”10 an
apt metaphor not only for the Cahulawassee’s imminent damming but also for
its historical precedent in the TVA. Threading together past, present, and future
ruptures, Bobby’s rape thus signals a resurfacing of the wild and obscene unknowability of certain corporeal and geographic spaces, the evidently porous boundaries between self and other, body and world. Indeed, the cataclysmic intrusion of
Bobby’s rape wrenches open a host of ontological and narratological ambiguities
with which the men and the reader/viewer must grapple.
The novel suggests that it is the obscenity of the unknown – the slippage
between self and other – that must be eliminated in order for the apparatus of the
state to ensue (at present in the form of “real estate people…[making the Cahulawassee] over into one of their heavens”).11 It also challenges the possibility for
such eliminations to be lasting, as their necessary recurrence reveals the tenacity
of Certeau’s “law of the other.” The men’s canoe trip stages a double elimination, in
general as a harrowing event to be erased and denied, and specifically as a number
of discrete actions that expunge the lives of two locals. As though rehearsing industrialization’s pending elimination of the natural landscape and the communities therein, the city men’s triumph over the wild and their evasion of authorities
suggest a necessary and prerequisite elimination of the ambiguity between self
and other, civilized and wild. This eradication, aided by the construction of a lake
that piles “fathoms and hundreds of pressure and darkness”12 onto the scene of the
crime, nonetheless rests uneasily, threatening its own discovery and revealing the
ongoing nature of forgetting and disavowal that modern subjects must undertake
in order to contend with the loss of the Real.
Deliverance carefully attends to the ways in which identification between self
and other operates in both the highly mediated space of the city and in the inscrutable realm of the wild.13 Ed’s sense of the meaning of deliverance, after all,
is unimpeded access to the other in a transcendence of the self. A world-weary
Ed seeks the promise that promised other things - another life, deliverance, sug88
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gesting that it is vis-à-vis another’s existence that one is freed of the “inexorable
web” of modern society.14 Significantly, he first recognizes the opportunity for this
liberation in the captivating “gold eye”15 of a studio model, i.e. in the body part
revealing the most intimate window into the essence of an other. Deliverance itself, then, entails an utter knowingness of an external body – be it a partner, an
opponent, or the majestic night river – not in the way that Certeau’s autonomous
order demands to know and demarcate what it is and is not, but in such a way that
bestows an individual with an equal knowingness of itself. The novel posits that
such knowledge is unavailable in the modern city, where inhuman, “thing-cold”
surroundings present a world sealed off as though “on the other side of a current
of cellophane.”16
A quest for deliverance that enlists cross-bodily identification, the men’s canoe trip bears witness not only to an array of intimate and bloody encounters but
also to an abundance of self-initiated violence, including a possible suicide, a selfimpalement, and a manhunt conjured into being by the imagination. Through
this recurrence of violence, staged as though driving outwards toward an externalized opponent but actually striking inward in what Pamela Barnett has called
the men’s “reflexive masochism,”17 the journey presents a working-through of the
trauma that originates with the destruction of nature, that first of cataclysmic intrusions. The return of the repressed memory of the TVA has threatened the men
with a renewed Lacanian triangulation between the self and its origins, literally
the space of a “Mother” Nature.18 The pending rupture is a break not only with the
primordial space of a life-giving wilderness but also with the familial and social
continuity represented by, for instance, the region’s long-established cemeteries.
Or as Lewis describes the stakes of the imminent damming, “the last wild, untamed, unpolluted, unfucked-up river in the South”19 is about to be destroyed.
The novel’s opening details Ed’s lack of personal agency and his sense of being “impotent as a ghost”20 in the workplace and the city at large. He recognizes
that as the director of his own ad agency, his employees are “in some way [his]
captives,” but confesses, “I was not really thinking about their being my prisoners, but of being my own.”21 He is indeed trapped within himself, unable to commune with any other person or place. He loves his wife, having married her for
no other reason than an “absolutely personal connection,”22 but intercourse with
her has grown passionless and rote. As she goes about performing the “deliberate
and frank actions that give pleasure to people,”23 he remains passive and inert.
He harbors no ambition that his company should achieve anything but mid-level
success, and the most creativity he can muster within his own artwork is to make
collages, thus relying on pre-fabricated images.
Unsurprisingly, Ed is crushed by the pervasive artifice of suburban strip
malls, incandescent lighting, and the “shellacked” hairstyles of “barren”-looking
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women who inundate his office district. “I was one of them,”24 he concedes of the
female lunch crowd, revealing the extent to which his masculinity is under siege.
The prospect of the canoe trip, however, offers Ed the chance to reclaim his sense
of masculinity as an active huntsman rather than a passive implement. Similarly,
there rests a certain allure in catching the last nostalgic glimpse of a wilderness
on the verge of obliteration. Whether consciously or not, Ed desires to behold the
river’s magnitude and power with the foreknowledge of its subjugation, an analog
to his own. His tacit identification with the wilderness betrays the first hint of the
novel’s reflexive masochism; Ed imagines the industrial stamping-out of the Cahulawassee’s wild and obscene as an echo of that which has already been stamped
out in him.
There are signs that the city has already begun to encroach on the unspoiled
beauty of the wilderness when the men reach the river. Ed is unnerved to spy
plastic garbage among some washed-up debris, as it “doesn’t decompose.” “Does
that mean you can’t get rid of it…at all?” he asks, disturbed by the prospect of irreparable intrusion. “‘Doesn’t go back to its elements,’” Drew replies, “as though
that were all right.”25 The immutability of the plastic starkly contrasts the ambiguity that erupts when Ed and Bobby meet two locals plainly marked as Certeau’s
eliminated residue; they are decrepit and anachronistic, peering “as though out of
a cave” with their “yellow-tinged eyeballs.”26 Their actions and motives are figured
as preceding the imposed transparency and rationality of the modern industrial
complex: “There was no need to justify or rationalize anything, they were going to
do what they wanted to,” Ed thinks as he “cling[s] to the city.”27 With an uncaring
indifference that deeply troubles Ed as it admits no identification across selves,
the mountain men bind him to a tree and force Bobby over a log “into an obscene
posture that no one could help.”28 The “bright, unchangeable” plastic having heralded the infiltration of a perverse unnaturalness, everything about this hostile
encounter is markedly inhuman, from the “white-haired man work[ing] steadily
on Bobby” as though a decrepit machine, to the rapist’s command in the film that
Bobby animalistically “squeal like a pig.”29
Like his prolonged glance at the plastic debris, Ed is compelled to watch the
rape, a strange union resulting in a blurred sub-humanism simultaneously mechanical and animalistic. Ed’s compulsion to observe recalls Dickey’s remark that
Stephen Crane’s writing (and especially, it can be noted, Crane’s short story “The
Upturned Face”) possessed a “glancing or peeking viewpoint” evocative
of a person forced to look at an event or person, all the time wishing
to avoid it, to turn his head, close his eyes, escape, go to sleep or die.
The witnessed or imagined event is of such fascination, though, that
the beholder cannot turn away, and endures as though in the worst
possible of nightmares.30
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Dickey’s configuration of the “worst possible of nightmares” as the supreme
object of fascination and desire complicates Ed’s experience of the assault, suggesting the assailants’ brutal indifference offers him something of critical necessity, something unavailable in the carefully plotted exchange nodes of the city.
With Ed’s quest for deliverance requiring a transcendence of his own bodily demarcations – an emancipation from within – it becomes unclear what this hostage
situation – an imprisonment from without – actually achieves. Is the resurgence
of obscenity Ed’s worst nightmare if it effectively unmoors him from himself and
his ties to the city, or, as Barnett explicitly asks in the title of her article “James
Dickey’s Deliverance: Southern, White, Suburban Male Nightmare or Dream
Come True?,” is this in fact an opening for Ed’s dream scenario?
Unmooring indeed, the obscenity of Bobby’s rape renders time and space
unstable. For a moment Ed is uncertain of who is experiencing the pain of penetration: “A scream hit me,” he says, “and I would have thought it was mine except
for the lack of breath.”31 Seconds before Ed is forced to perform oral sex on the
second man, Lewis returns one disorienting rupture with another by shooting
Bobby’s rapist through the chest so suddenly the arrow “seemed to have come
from within.”32 The explosive resurfacing of violence has confused identifications
of self and other and ruptured boundaries of the body in space, rendering the encounter literally unbelievable and leaving it open to multiple interpretations. The
rapist’s accomplice immediately disappears into the woods, creating yet another
surface of ambiguity as to his whereabouts and motives. Attempting to assert a
strain of authority over the disarranged scene, Lewis insists that killing the rapist
was the only thing to do; Ed agrees but “wasn’t all that sure.”33 Drew begs them
to abide by the law and transport the corpse to the nearest town, but Lewis understands the law to be a variable construct, one that will be used against them in
these “clannish” parts where there is resentment over the dam. “You see any law
around here? We’re the law. What we decide is going to be the way things are,” he
declares.34
The men have indeed stumbled into the law of the other, its unknowability
exemplified by Ed’s difficulty in grasping the finality of death. He cannot help but
conceive of the slumped corpse as a “caricature of the small-town bum” about to
jump out of its “phony trance,”35 even as the four men drag it through the woods
to be buried. As their conflicting accounts of the precise nature of the event indicate, a new narrative must be forged out of the surreal chaos of the encounter’s
upturned logic, one that sets identifications of self and other aright according to
the autonomous order of the state. Literally and symbolically, it is this differentiation of selves – however fictional – that will enable the men’s return to the city.
The possibility of multiple narrative renderings intensifies when Drew falls
from the canoe, drowning in the rapids. Lewis insists that the second rural antagonist has returned to shoot them from above, but Ed suspects Drew simply
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collapsed, and, lacking a body for evidence, it is impossible to tell. But Lewis pursues his theory, as it underscores the necessity of having killed the rapist. It also
underwrites his dialectical conception of the wilderness as the inevitable postapocalyptic site where the fittest will gather in a fight for survival. Drawing this
agonistic fantasy to the fore, Lewis’s rhetoric works to produce a specified enemy,
a fixed “other” that the men must overcome.
Despite his doubts, Ed submits to Lewis’s interpretation. Ed’s nighttime ascent of the gorge, atop which he hopes to square off with the nebulous enemy, is
hardly feasible for an unfit and injured man, but he describes being lifted by “fear
and a kind of enormous moon-blazing sexuality.”36 The climb is indeed transformative: overturning his sense of impotency within the city, Ed ceases acting out
a prescribed role and begins to author his own reality, conjuring it into being
with an agency coincident with his reinstated virility. Far from being a prisoner
solipsistically trapped within himself, Ed now envisages himself imbued across
the entire landscape, one with all that he touches. He describes the precarious
climb as a fornication with the rock face, more intimate than he had shared with
any woman, and perceives the wilderness to be pulsing through him: “the rock
quivered like a coal, because I wanted it to quiver, held in its pulsing border, and
what it was pulsing with was me.”37 His boundaries are so unmoored that the very
wilderness pulses with the stuff of his own being; through the obscenity of death
and violence, he has made his way back to his origins.
When a man appears at dawn in the crosshairs of his bow, Ed is transfixed by
the intimate relation of hunter to target, author to subject. He derives pleasure in
the aesthetic qualities of the scene of which he is composer and executer. “I had
never seen a more beautiful or convincing element of design,” he says of the man’s
posture; “I wanted to kill him just like that.”38 A stark shift from Ed’s perception
of the mountain men as worn-out, anachronistic machines, this man’s body is a
site of artistic inspiration, desire, and potential connectivity. Ed imagines himself
to be its maker (having practically called it into being with his elaborate visions),
thus reconfiguring the relation of self and origin one step further. In the same way
that Ed is drawn to the prospect of paddling the river because its power is soon
to be subjugated and circumscribed, he is drawn to the aesthetically compelling
body of the mountain man as he possesses the mastery to destroy it and all its
generative energies.
After killing his unsuspecting opponent, Ed realizes the man has teeth while
his riverside assailant did not. The film depicts the intense physicality of this revelation, with Ed leaning closely into the corpse and intimately fondling its mouth.
Discovering that the teeth are fake, Ed asks despairingly, “Did that make the difference? Did that make enough difference?”39 The ambiguity inscribed in the man’s
body makes Ed’s brutality all the more questionable, contingent not on fact but
on a particular telling of events. Yet for Ed to acknowledge that his long-inured
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conditioning as an upright, domesticated citizen has failed to differentiate him
from the wild, obscene, and filthy mountain man would be to undermine the very
eliminative act that took place. So instead Ed considers the reciprocal perversity
to which he could submit his enemy, one option being to cut off the genitals that
“he was going to use on me.”40 But this possibility forges yet another identification
with the corpse, since it is precisely from castration that Ed perceives himself to
suffer back home. If the killing was meant to eliminate slippage between self and
other, fastening each as discrete entities in order to clear the way for the hyperrational arms of industrialization, it proves exceedingly difficult to do just this.
Moreover, Ed’s desire to desecrate the corpse reveals the primacy of imposed
narratives over the inscrutability of the obscene, for he is confident that whatever perverse action he takes is “not going to be seen. It is not ever going to be
known.”41 Because the city men will determine how the story of the expedition is
told, any transgressions Ed makes against the corpse will simply cease to exist in
their retelling, smoothed over as was the traumatic disruptiveness of the TVA in a
narrative of utility and progress. Paradoxically, the unbridled agency, virility, and
obscenity afforded to Ed by the absence of state surveillance render him most akin
to its autonomous order, for he replicates its repressive mechanisms in his elimination of the other. In a literalized erasure of his victim’s life, Ed rips up the dead
man’s identification card and imagines that “He would probably not be missed
by more than a few people, and probably not much by them, either,”42 assuming
the prejudicial position of developers and city-planners when privileging certain
populations over others. In other words, while the city men ostensibly take to the
river to experience some spontaneity and wild before it, too, is eaten up by the city,
the process by which the men disavow their identification with rural, untamed
otherness lends itself to the same rhetorical and tactical mechanisms by which the
state apparatus expands and consolidates.
While it appears that Ed has become the paradoxical agent of the city at the
moment he acts most obscene – reproducing, as I argue, the repressive history
of the TVA – the potential to imagine cross-boundary connections still remains.
In a breathtaking image best articulated in the film, Ed begins to descend the
gorge with the corpse rigged to a tree as an anchor. When the rope snaps and the
two of them start to free-fall, the image of their intertwined bodies underscores
once again their intimate identification, suggesting that they are, at their core, one
in the same, the latter perhaps even the willed projection of the former. As they
plunge into the water, Ed describes feeling a “current thread through me…up my
rectum and out my mouth.”43 The description calls to mind Bobby’s rape and Ed’s
near performance of fellatio, the “terrifying”44 union finally enacted in proxy.
Ed produces for local authorities a refigured account of his brutality, concealing it in a façade of mere ignorance, a little “illegal bowhunting.”45 Crucially, his
fabricated narrative becomes “part of a world, the believed world, the world of
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recorded events, of history,”46 thus eliminating the deceased other and facilitating Ed’s return to and continued prosperity within the city. The erasure of his
potentially innocent victim, especially in light of reports that a local woman is
desperately seeking her missing husband, makes evident that the violence of
elimination does not simply pertain to physical intrusions. It also operates via the
reworked rhetoric and narratives – the men’s insistent alibi – that smooth over
and occlude what came before. The tourism website for the lake built on top of
the Norris Dam is a prime example of such rhetorical occlusions. It contends in
the passive voice that, “Norris Lake has a long history beginning as early as 1911
[when] the location for a future dam development in the upper Tennessee Valley
was discovered.”47 Of course, the history of Norris Lake, named so for the senator
who championed the TVA’s cause, began long before 1911, when it was known as
Clinch River.48
Back in Atlanta, Ed surrenders his fascination with the model whose “goldhalved eye”49 offered him the promise of deliverance, and contentedly accepts that
there is no place within the city’s inexorable web to harbor such desire. Deliverance, Ed comes to realize, rests in “the night river, in the land of impossibility,”50
a world of cross-bodily convergence and interpenetration now destroyed, as it
poses anathema to the neat and orderly systems of modernity. He would appear to
be at peace with this reality if not for the disturbance subtly signaled by the novel’s
final sentence, which positions violence and trauma to repeat through the cyclical
return of latent rupture. Speaking of Lake Cahula, the leisure community built
atop the Cahulawassee, Ed reports, “One big marina is already built on the south
end of the lake, and my wife’s younger brother says that the area is beginning
to catch on, especially with the new generation, the one just getting out of high
school.”51 We are left to consider why Dickey ends the novel on such a rhetorically
unfinished note, a textual counterpart to the film’s final image of a hand rising
from beneath the still surface of a lake. With this concluding sentence, landing so
inexplicably on the image of reckless abandon gestured by “just getting out of high
school,” Ed’s sense of closure and finality is evacuated. It is no coincidence that
this information reaches him via an indirect and oral source, a reminder of the
potency of circulated stories and reverberating echoes. Thus can be derived the
lingering implication of the novel: we will continue to inherit and traumatically
repeat social, psychic, and ecological disturbances so long as there are narratives
to tell otherwise.
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Jeremy’s Winter
Katie White

S

weetheart,” he said, “You’re going to have to calm down.” It was Jeremy,
with his familiar blonde hair and serious, sonorous voice. She had called
him, tremulously repeating an address. Still, Tess was surprised to see
him, here in another man’s lawn. Jeremy hovered by the sidewalk, digging his hands deep into the pockets of his threadbare jeans as though he might
find some explanation there. Tess didn’t remember what she’d said on the phone.
That it was over, certainly. That she needed to get out of there. Before she got into
some real trouble, or that she already had. Tess crunched her toes on the dried
lawn that belonged to the man she was leaving. She blinked tearlessly into the Los
Angeles morning sunshine and tried to look Jeremy in the eye.
Jeremy’s red car was idling in the middle of the road with the driver’s side
door ajar. Bach was rising from the radio. Bach adapted to any situation, Jeremy
had told her, what felt a zillion years ago but wasn’t. Now he was here to get her.
Today: many years later and three thousand miles from home. Jesu, Joy of Man’s
Desiring.
When she was 16 and he was 18, and they were lying on the beach in the
middle of the blackest summer night Jeremy told her, “When you need me, I’ll
always come.” That night was seven years ago almost, and this summer was hotter
and hazier and more confused. Jeremy had not kept his promise, not always or
exactly. Promises like his existed in renewal. Each day, one day at a time, she had
half-heartedly accepted. He was here at 25, looking worn about the eyes. A little
battle-scarred. Both of them, compromised.
“Jeremy,” she said looking toward the ground, by way of explanation. Tess
was standing barefoot in a pile of glass. She had been stamping on a shattered
picture frame thrown hard against the dirt. On her thigh was the thin arch of a
gash, the shape of a sickle. Bright blood gullied and dripped down her inseam. She
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had smashed the frame across her leg. Smash the world to pieces. Smash myself
to pieces, she had decided. Break all the grains of glass and sand to nothing but
nothing and start again. Begin empty. It was a tantrum, simply put. He knew the
unbecoming girlishness of her antics and that she couldn’t give them up.
Jeremy examined her at a safe distance. It had been a few months since he
had seen her last. Tess was thinner again, and her green eyes wild in a stricken way
that reminded him of sharpened pencil points. Milky sunlight streamed in, fell on
her hair and face. The morning was beautiful. Tess’s dingy black T-shirt had the
sleeves cut off and it was plain to see she was bra-less. When she raised her hands
as though in surrender, Jeremy recognized the small swell and weight of her girllike chest and felt unhappy.
She was by nature burdened, but if his memory did not betray him, she had
once been joyful, too. When she would scribble on his hands in black and blue ink
“Property of Tess.” As she hummed the melodies of DeBussy and Schubert prancing about the kitchen after school, drinking Diet Coke, she was bound to pirouette
at any given second and send her school skirt whirling briefly around her waist.
In horror movies, how she would jolt, disturbing the popcorn, to grab him tightly
by the hand then laugh right out loud. Yes it was fair to say, she had been happy
in her way. Her happiness was a fragile thing and it should have been protected.
When Jeremy played Chopin for her on the Steinway in his parents’ living
room, her eyes would get a tight and brittle look, as if she were crumbling beneath
the weight of an unseen world. In her AP English Lit notebook, he had found her
first name with his last written over and over again in cursive and in print. Yes.
Some delicately sketched hearts surrounded Jeremy + Tess Forever.
He watched her now both diminished and condensed. Typically, it seemed
to Jeremy, she was more luminous in her fury. The chaos fed her. Light glittered
off the broken glass below her like a strange lake and she hovered as a match lit
over the crystal world. Jeremy watched the scarlet of her blood cresting down the
impermeable whiteness of her thigh. It fluttered his heart. Another old, familiar
detail. Then he cast a furtive glance behind her to the house, belonging to some
asshole kid he’d never met, and loosed a sigh of some small relief.
“Oh Tess,” he said and clenched his hands into short-lived fists. Jeremy wanted to grab her, to hide her in some high bright tower, put her heart in a suit of
armor. This boy, though, this betrayer whose yard Jeremy was standing in - he
knew Tess loved this one and that love was something, as it was hers and hard to
come by.
She never loved anyone. Maybe not even him. Not in the fully tragic mode
she here employed with her faraway eyes, her heart murmurs, her gasps and withering frame. Jeremy had felt the sparkles coming off her syllables as she described
him to him, this Jake or James or John. It made him sick to hear her so stupidly,
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plainly, ordinarily in love. Whoever he was, whatever he was, Jeremy had told
her: “You can’t leave a man like that alone.” But then again no one could tell her
anything.
Tess would find out for herself, and when she did there was no return, or renewal or resurrection or hope. The only thing left in her box was sweet, hypnotic
destruction. The betrayer called her “Diana” and Jeremy “Artemis” and her father
“The Eye of Ra” and her grandmother “the screaming banshee.” In her raging, Tess
was capable of unusual, blind cruelty, to which she felt entitled and never regretted. She was, as they say, out for blood. On the warpath. Hell hath no fury, and
so on. Jeremy knew. She had kicked him in the face once, at the high angle of his
left cheekbone, fracturing it. She, age 19, had found him, age 21, overdosed on his
bedroom floor. Perocets, valium. It was his usual cocktail.
She had just come out of the shower, slippery as a seal. Her foot was wet and
bare and pruned. She saw him and thought at once, “How dare you.” Tess had put
on exactly one shoe, the right one, to kick him squarely in the face. This hadn’t
been the first overdose, but it was the end of her caring and she kicked him in the
face with the fury of an exclamation point on the end of their affair. She had never
apologized and would sometimes run her finger over the scar from the stitches
and smile, satisfied. He deserved it, he knew. She told him.
How she and he had come from his bedroom floor to the lawn her
failed lover was a wonder of world. The inexplicable way they had held
tight to each other. From coast to coast. They had lost much in between.
Jeremy took a deep breath and surveyed the damage. The porch door was open
and the house was darkly church-like behind her. A black cat was in the yard,
preening. No smoke, no flames, no blood on the ground that wasn’t hers. “You
lucky bastard, ”Jeremy muttered pulling his boyish, flaxen locks behind his ears,
straightening his lanky muscles tall.
He had got there right in time. Jeremy raised his hand, long and elegant, in a
gesture of peace as though he were Jesus or Buddha and stepped one foot closer to
her. “Sweetheart,” he said, “Stay calm. Come here.”
By 10:36 am, Tess was back in bed. A digital clock at Jeremy’s bedside blazed
the number like a taunt. On a normal day, she might have just been waking up,
but here she was, with a broken heart in the morning. A glass of water and a bottle
of sleeping pills rested next to the alarm clock. Jeremy opened the bottle and she
opened her mouth in reflex as though about to receive communion. When Tess
swallowed she could feel the pills work their way down her throat. She took the
vial from his hands, and shook the honey-hued bottle. She listened to the pills.
A funny jangle resonated, like a maraca. Nothing like a fly caught in amber, she
thought. “Up to your old tricks again?” Tess whispered to the pills, more than to
Jeremy.
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Jeremy’s haunted gray eyes drifted, hunting for something in the darkness of
his own room. There was nothing to see but the slight, shimmering crest of light
peering in from the space between the closed drapes. “It’s like we’re on the inside
of a cracked bell,” he said, “Or under a frozen lake.”
Tess’ breath was steady and rhythmic and deep. She was mostly lost to dreams.
Jeremy watched the quivers over her shivering limbs, like an electric current.
“Why is it so cold?” Tess murmured, breathlessly, absently. Jeremy shook his
head. He didn’t know, and he pulled another blanket over her. Jeremy lay there on
top of the sheets, staring at the ceiling. It’s a new ice age, he thought, and he when
he thought the words, Tess shook as though her blood were turning thick and
cold. Then Jeremy reached across the languid mound of her form to the side table.
He picked up the bottle of pills again and put one then two pills into his palm. He
set the bottle back in its place.
She had given him more than his fair chance. That was nothing he could argue. What seemed a lifetime ago, but wasn’t, he spotted her across the beach. She
was 16, the rookie lifeguard. He had heard someone say a new girl was coming
to work their rounds. He’d assumed she’d be a bubbly idiot or a bitch or, hopefully, some sort of devil-may-dare, screwed-up slut. He assumed, in his cavalier
but kind way, that he’d fuck this unknown girl by the end of the summer - which,
in the end, he wasn’t wrong about. But when he saw Tess across the beach, sitting outside the lifeguard shack, reading a book the size of the Bible, with her
huge, smart eyes cutting over everyone, he saw the world blur outwards. A great
brush had pulled the edges of reality’s oils, and there she was sitting with her wild
black hair pulled back, her neck craned high and her long, pale legs crossed. She
was reading something Russian - The Brothers Karamazov – in the middle of that
languid summer. She was serious, a very serious girl. She was still and the world
was swirling, a point for which he hadn’t known he’d been searching. She was the
center.
When at the end of the summer, at the end of the party he’d thrown when his
parents had gone to Maine for a week, when at the end of the night, she said yes,
she’d stay - no one would notice she was gone - he brought her to his parents’ bed
and they unraveled each other quite naturally. When it was all said and done, he’d
be lying to himself if he said he hadn’t hoped this aching for her would subside,
that she’d be another notch in the bedpost, and that he could get on with it. But,
when it was all said and done, there she was - her skin still dewy, her lips sealed
and her feral eyes staring at the ceiling, and what he felt was more than aching.
He felt a door open onto a much larger landscape, to a vast interminable valley in
his heart. He lay there not knowing what to do. He started to talk, but quickly it
became clear she wasn’t interested. He blurted out, unbelievably, “I want to marry
you.” She smiled and pulled her book out of her purse, which was thrown hap99
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lessly next to the bed. She flicked on the side lamp and began to read. She stopped
suddenly, and closing her book asked, “Do you ever imagine snow in the summertime?” and then she giggled, really like a girl, like a child, in a way that he had
never heard from her and made him nervous.
That next morning, so many years ago, Jeremy awoke to the early cool and
the sound of a taxi tapping its horn in front of his house. He stumbled to the window naked and watched Tess as she got into the car. She looked up at the big old
house with tired, discerning eyes. He wanted to wave to her then but she did not
look to the window and he felt stifled. Tess didn’t exactly look happy, he thought,
more worried. Her folks, he thought. Maybe she was fucked, he laughed to himself. He turned to tumble back to slumber, and pulled back the ivory sheets of his
parents’ bed when his eyes caught on a dark pattern of splotches. He ran his hand
over the spot instinctively and felt wetness on his fingertips. Jeremy brought his
hand to his nostrils and smelled the bitter iron of blood.
Perplexed and half asleep, he hobbled to the master bathroom to wash his
hands and in the garbage pail beside the sink he saw something pink covered by
a crazed tower of toilet tissue. It was a pair of pink blood-stained panties. With
black triangles, size small. Oh, he thought, with realization. Oh. For no reason he
could understand wholly in that moment, Jeremy started crying at the bathroom
sink and he felt an unbelievable heat crawl up his back and neck and face. He
knew that this feeling was love.
Many days in the years after, he pained himself over her. How he’d fucked her
up and fucked her over. His magnificent and many ways. Tess in her pink prom
dress sprawled across the parking lot sobbing, her tights shredded, knees bleeding
and him as good as gone. Yes, and snorting coke off a shattered mirror as he held
her by the downy hair at the nape of her neck. She whispered, “I don’t know,” and
tensed. He said, “Do it. I wanna see you feel good,” and pushed her hard. He woke
to find a tremulous trail of darkened blood crusted from her nose to her chapped
lips and dripped down in the patterns of the cosmos on her the crumpled white
shirt of her high school uniform. The way she washed the blood away without a
word. How he missed her life: her graduation, birthdays, New Year’s Eves. Her
brother’s funeral. Her crying. Hating himself for loving the way she looked when
she cried.
The submerged aching that reverberated in him as he witnessed how she became humiliated when he entered any room. His spectacle. The wreck of the 4th
of July: him high, her standing too close to David, his best fucking friend, leaning
slightly into his warm shoulder. Shivering nervously against him with a look in
her eyes. Tess dismissed it, “What do you know? You’re strung out. Like always.”
How she stopped looking, checking, reacting, and was no longer disappointed
that he had disappointed. Then she kicked him in the face and brought him to
the hospital. When people called her looking for him, she clipped, “I don’t keep
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track of junkies.” How she studied all the time and had things to do. She wore new
clothes. There were burn marks on her body as he disrobed her on rainy nights
when her father was drinking and she explained that she needed to get out of the
house. One day Jeremy saw her lying on the campus green, laughing, kicking her
feet high in the air. She was not there to see him. Jeremy walked the other away,
pushing against the woven fibers of his beating heart. Hating her.
But it was Tess standing in the parking lot to collect him when he got out of
rehab. She was drinking Diet Coke and leaning loosely against her dead brother’s
car. She said, “Welcome home.” The radio played Dvořák. Nobody cried.
Now Jeremy saw plainly how it had been, how she had come looking for him
as a wound to an arrow. How they needed each other to hurt and be hurt. Once
Jeremy had made it to the ninth step and came asking for forgiveness. Tess smiled
inscrutable like an icon of the Virgin, and said, “At least it was you.”
Here he was beside her again, older but young, as strong and as weak as he’d
ever been and wholly unable to steer her from pain. All he could do was watch
her sleep after she cried, and come when she called for him. There she was, asleep
on his bed, a small torch, a small fire, the last light in his frozen world. A flame in
the perpetual arctic of his winter. Jeremy looked at the bottle of pills. He picked
up the glass of water. He plucked out an ice cube with his index finger and placed
it on her back, in the place her shirt had pulled up while she was sleeping. The ice
cube slid around before it glided to a rest at the small of her back. A tiny, intimate
lake began to form.
“I can feel it,” she said, not entirely awake or entirely asleep. Her hair was
spread across her face, blinding her.
“What is it?” he said, moving the hair back from her eyes, which were still
closed.
“It’s melting. I’m melting it,” she said. Tess opened her eyes, spreading her
long lashes like wings, and the green of her eyes was a threnody for the freezing
sea. She turned over, dripping the water from the ice onto the bed. She stretched
across to the side table, attempting to turn the clock towards her. She had been
asleep for hours, she knew. She was still asleep, really, and as she reached—to
turn the clock, to learn the time—she managed to pull out the plug and when she
stretched to put it back in the socket, she knocked over the vial of pills and they
scattered like snowflakes on a lawn. “Jeremy,” she said, “Come help me, please,”
and he stretched over the bed to plug in the clock and he felt a familiar heat echo
out across his limbs as he watched the water glistening down her back. For the
first time, in a very long time, Jeremy didn’t worry about the pills spread across the
floor. For the first time, in a very long time, he remembered what it was to melt.
He remembered the feel of fire and saw that he was water.
Maybe it was not too late. He plugged in the clock. The time was 00:00.
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Lteif / Framing Barakat

hey shared the same name. No one knew who inherited it first. One
was a building, the other was a man, and they were both called Barakat. They met in Lebanon back in 1975 under unusual circumstances.
Barakat-the-man found a refuge in Barakat-the-building and decid-

ed to hold the fort till 1990.
Barakat-the-man was 19 years old when the Lebanese civil war began in

Framing Barakat
Diala Lteif

1975; he was also a young activist in a Christian political party. He was enrolled
at Saint Joseph University’s Beirut Campus in the civil engineering program when
he was drafted to participate in combat. He went through a military training boot
camp where his impressive shooting talents were quickly noticed. Accordingly, he
was assigned his first position as a militiaman: he was to become a sniper.
He moved into Barakat-the-building by the end of 1975 and as time
passed the man and the building became more and more dependent on one another. You see, Barakat-the-building was strategically positioned - her principal
building was parallel to the demarcation line that separated west Beirut from east
Beirut. Her main façade, located on the east side, had a breathtaking view of the
western enemy’s territory. One of the main west windows in the first floor happened to be strategically hidden behind a large voluptuous pine tree - from there
you could see without being seen. The building comprised another wing that expanded to the east separated from the main frontal unit by an indoor patio, offering in its second wing a safe refuge away from the trenches. He built his bunker
in the first floor, with judiciously designed peepholes directed in the axis of the
western window in the shadow of the pine tree. And from that bunker, every day
for 15 years, he shot at the enemy. At night he would discreetly escape to the east
wing and sleep in the deepest basement, his pillow pointed east, where fellow
Christian friends were.
A couple of years into the war, Barakat-the-man had perfected his game.
His shots were infallible and he became the most renowned sniper. Everyone in
the west dreaded him. Hidden behind the pine tree he was unreachable yet he
had a clear aim towards the western territory. Around Barakat-the-building, he
traced an invisible circle, radiating from the first floor window, transformed by his
expertise into a no man’s land. Barakat-the-man was now Barakat-the-sniper. The
real ingenuity of Barakat-the-sniper relied on his mastery of two skills: systems
thinking, inherited by his short yet fruitful training as an engineer, and framing
in both the literal and metaphorical senses of the word.
Indeed, he had crafted a foolproof system. His daily routine was simple:
shoot west, sleep east. The reinforcing feedback loop was “kill more people” and
the balancing loop was “do not get killed”. For almost fifteen years the reinforcing
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loop served as the drive that helped him wake every morning and climb his way
up from east to west. The balancing loop kept him from venturing around and led
him straight back to his bunker safely niched behind the pine tree. The system also
forced Barakat-the-sniper to perfect his installation. As the years passed, he added
a few layers to his shell. Originally, the bunker was only built with bricks and the
peepholes were cut into the walls. Multiple layers of sandbags were added to bulletproof the thin walls. To maintain the accuracy of the peepholes and keep the
sandbags apart, wooden frames in the shape of funnels were built to allow a better
shooting aim. Later, when the construction became too heavy for Barakat-thebuilding to carry, the crafty engineer added some bearing structures underneath
to redistribute some of the load.
Barakat-the-sniper was also a master of framing; after all he designed
the ideal frame for killing. In fact, the funnel shaped peephole he built into the
thick walls of his bunker was everything he needed to complete his mission: the
wide shape on his end gave him enough room for maneuver yet was narrow
enough at the end to keep him focused on the target. During his 15 years in the
bunker, all Barakat-the-sniper could see was framed through that hand crafted
wooden channel. He had of course invented the ideal artifact to keep a militiaman’s sight in one direction but he had also prototyped a physical representation
of the war itself: a narrow-minded conflict that imprisoned the “Other” at the end
of the funnel. Barakat-the-sniper’s peephole is indeed the frame everyone used to
view the enemy. It was also the framework they used to act and react.
In 1990, when discussions around signing a peace treaty were finally
introduced, one of the main conditions imposed by the leaders of the opposition
called for the death of Barakat-the-sniper. He became the last obstacle standing
in the way of a peace agreement. In order for that condition to be fulfilled there
was only one peephole that anyone could think of to infiltrate the system: being
on the other side of the funnel. During that last night when Barakat-the-sniper
and Barakat-the-building were united, gunfire intensified from the west towards
the pine tree. Around midnight, as Barakat-the-sniper was busy shooting through
his peephole, his superiors gave access to a militiaman from the west to infiltrate
the building from the east side. That night a man from the west was in the east,
inside the bunker, on the wider side of the cone, with a knife in his hand. Ironically, the western militiaman was the only one to have ever used the frame in the
right way, he was staring at his enemy from the wider side of the peephole. Years
later, the story of the deadly sniper is still framed through the same peephole and
a minor iteration has been implemented: both the building and the sniper are now
referenced as Barakat, as they have become one entity.
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